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POSTSCRIPTS
by
Revilo P. Oliver

LOST AND LAST
The Ambassador of South Africa, Piet Koomhof, is distributing from the Embassy i n Washington a well-printed monthly
leaflet entitled A Letter from South Africa.
If the Ambassador's name is not deceptive, he is an
Afrikaner, that is, a GeiTQanic Aryan, descendant of the
Dutchmen who settled and colonized the southernmost part of
Africa, which they had found a wilderness infested by one of the
lowest forms of human life, called Hottentots and Bushmen. H e
is certainly the man chosen by the present government of South
Africa to represent it in the United States.
According to the pun that has preserved the fame of Sir
Henry Wotton, an ambassador is "an honest man sent to he
abroad for the good of his country."^ It is possible, therefore, that
Koomhof's newsletter is just bait for American Communists and
their "Liberal" henchmen, but, on the other hand, he says nothing that is not confiimed by the actions of the government he
represents.
In his October missive, Koomhof boasts or admits that his
government is "estabhshing a fully democratic society" in South
Africa, and he lists the "major milestones" already passed on the
road to Heh. White sluts may now legally many niggers and
breed diseased m'ongrels who will normally combine the innate
savagery of one race with some of the intelligence of the other.
Niggers are swarming into the trade unions, which they will soon
dominate with the help of the thugs who normally control and
batten on such organizations. Now you can expect to hold your
nose and temper as you enter what was once a first-class hotel
and encounter savages. And the "all-white parliament" has been
1. The pun, by the way, was invented by Wotton when he tried to explain away in English what he had actually written: "Legatus est vir
bonus peregre missus ad mentiendum Reipublicae causa." The idea has
been traced to Plato.
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eliminated. 'And now the govemment is g-oing- to impose "univer
sal suffrage for all blacks over 18 years of age." Half of the seats
in the governing body will be resei-ved for Bantu savages while
the other half will be divided between three groups: mongrel Hottentots, biological refuse imported from India, and the
degenerate descendants of the White men who civilized South
Ai.-ica. Nothing, of com-se, is said about Yahweh's Master Race,
who now own the country and will gloat as they preside over the
debacle.
The White population of South Africa is almost entirely
Aryan and even Gemanic, of Dutch and Enghsh ancestry. Right
across their northern border they see what was Rhodesia, now a
Hell-hole ran by a black beast that looks like an orangoutang
with mange and is far more ferocious-a once civilized land that
has been convei-ted into a teeming and fetid jungle in which the
Rhodesians who were too stupid to escape when there was time
are now ti-apped and being held penned until they can be
butchered conveniently. And the Germanic population of South
Africa, which still has the power to remove traitors from office
and punish them condignly, complacently awaits the fate openly
and explicitly planned for it, showing that its functioning intelligence has become ovine and equal to that of sheep that shamble
into the slaughter house, led by a Judas goat.
The cleai'-sighted miter whom I quoted in Liberty Bell,
December 1987, p. 2, pointed out the obvious fact that the
Aryans of South Africa now "willingly condemn their own
children to destruction. For this monsti'ous crime they fully
deserve the racial extinction which will inevitably come Avith
Black rule. Yet one pities the innocent children."
Any compassion one may be tempted to feel for our racial kin
in South Afiica vanishes when we notice that they are so cruel or
imbecile that they are bringing children into the world. They do
not have enough elementary decency and human pity to prevent
the birth alive of the last and lost generation of White men in
South Africa. A people that condemn their own children to suffeiing no decent Aryan would inflict on a fox or a bear or a tiger
are obviously so degenerate that the world will be well rid of
them.
As I remarked in December 1983, apropos of the new Constituion that a majority of the Nordic population of South Africa
had just adopted, the conduct of that population suggested that
"a contagious disease similar to kuni has become epidemic."
2
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Everything that has happened in the now doomed countiy since
that time proves that the disease, like kuru, had rotted the brains
of the wights who tolerate their present government.
If you are interested in the aetiology of the disease, here is a
good specimen for examination. I quote from an article published
in 1943 by a celebrated Lutheran theologian. Dr. Walter Maier:
Instead, of hating the Negro, the Christian, in the spirit of
Jesus, should love him. If Christ died for them, how can we despise
the Negro? If we recall the sorrows the colored race has experienced at the hands of Europeans and Americans, we ought to
do everything possible to make amends and help the black race....
"We must realize that in God's sight all men, in themselves, are
on the same level. He created them all. Saint Paul testifies to this
when he says that God 'made of one blood all nations of men.'

That is enough of the gabble to show its composition. Of
course, the canting dei-vish knew full well that his Paul explicitly
sanctioned and authorized slavery, but he doesn't mention that.
He also knew that his word 'blood' is a late interpolation, absent
from the older manuscripts, which have the reading translated in
the Vulgate^ and merely say that the Christian god made eveiy
race of human beings and allotted to each the territory in which
they should dwell. And he also knew very well that the greater
pai't of his Jew-Book is devoted to a purportedly truthful account
of the activities of his god, who, according to that account, spent
four thousand years in fosteiing a tribe of swindlers and bandits,
his "Chosen People," whom he shamelessly helped rob and massacre Semites and Aryans, races whom he regarded as mere
animals without hvraian rights.
But, needless to say, when holy men are pitching the woo to
market their impalpable, invisible, and inexistent merchandise,
they will say anything they think the suckers can be talked into
beheving. And we must suppose that some gnawing resentment
of normal human beings makes them spread a righteousness that
is as deadly as the kuni and African Plague it so closely
resembles in its effects.
The famous Lord Chesterfield was a man of keen discernment and author of many acute perceptions that are now general2. "Deus qui fecit mundum et omnia quae in eo sunt....fecitque ex uno
omne genus hominum inhabitare super universam faciem terrae,
definiens statuta tempora, et terminos habitationis eormn."
Liberty Bell /April 1988
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Acronyms, though common in the jargon of journalists and
bureaucrats, who naturally imitate a usage introduced by the
Communists, are always objectionable and are avoided by persons
who want to write literate English. "AIDS" is also to be eschewed because it is an eiTor: the destruction of the body's immune system is not a syndrome, it is the disease itself. I have
suggested 'aphylactosis' as an accurate medical tenn, like
'tuberculosis' and a score of others now in current use, but I later
pointed out that it is not strictly accurate, since the virus sometimes rots the brain, as does kuru, without first attacking the immune system.
I owe to a valued correspondent a better designation, and
one that has a meaning obvious to those who know no Greek, 'the
Afi-ican Plague,' which-is probably to be preferred over 'the Black
Plague,' which might suggest some confusion with the bubonic
epidemic that so drastically reduced the population of Europe
near the end of the Middle Ages. It is now certain, despite the
obfuscation practiced by the Occupation Government, that the
deadly disease originated in Africa and became epidemic among
the Congoids before it was brought into this country by perverts
so degenerate that they copulated with male niggers.
Despite fi-antic efforts to conceal the truth from Americans,
it is now established, and has been indirectly admitted, that a racial pecuharity of Congoids makes the disease as prevalent
among heterosexual as among homosexual Blacks. There are now
accepted estimates that some 75,000,000 Congoids will die in
Centi-al Afiica within the next three to five years. If the figure of
75,000,000 is not too optimistic-and there have been estimates
of an even greater mortality-there is some basis for hoping that

the virus may save the Aryans of South Africa, who are too
stupid to save themselves.
Although the Jews, intent on the eventual extermination of
our race, have forbidden mention of racial differences, even in
strictly scientific publications, some immunologists have evaded
the stringent decree by studying genes and then noting the
geographic distiibution 0f certain genes. Thus a study summarized in The Economist (London), 23 May 1987, shows that
'AAicans,' of whom the vast majority are Congoids, are far more
susceptible to infection by the virus than 'Europeans/ of whom
the majority is still composed of Caucasians and perhaps even of
Aryans. There were instances of men who had fi'equently exposed themselves to infection but had developed no symptoms of
it; they had the genetic combination (designated as "2-2") that
presurriably corresponds to the purest 'European' (i.e., Aryan)
blood.
Although the three physicians who conducted the research
point out that the number Of pei'sohs examined (875) as likely to
have contracted the disease is too small to authorize Categorical
conclusions, their research certainly Suggests that the great
problem of the government in Washington, that of spreading the
disease among White Americans so rapidly that the stupid creatures will not perceive that it is principally Carried by the colored
races and thus conceive a prejudice against their darling niggers,
is insoluble.^ It further suggests a cautious hope that Nature may
yet defeat thg intensive efforts Qf the Jews and their "Liberal"
lackeys to extenninate Aryans by mOttgffelizatioiiand the importatioft of hordes of biological enemifes into White nations. If this
is true, historians of the future will recognize the African Plague
as the salvation of civihzed niankind. (And, by a nice irony, the
Christian dervishes, who are now doing their best to spread the
epidemic, will suddenly reverse their propaganda and claim for
their Jew-god credit for our survivah)
What the researches of the scientists at St. Mary's Hospital
in London have conclusively proved is that ah statistics about the

3. Lord Chesterfield to Mme. du Boccage, 26 November O.S., 1750: "Je
considere le clerge de toutes les religions comme un corps, qui a des
interets et des vues distinctes de ceux du reste du genre hrnnain.... Tout
clerge...pretend au despotisme sur les esprits; despotisme d'autant plus
dangereux qu'etant une fois etabH, il entraine tout le reste. Le corps et
les biens ne sont plus que des guenilles."

1. It is unlikely that organized lying in the pfesS Will have much effect.
The Chicm Tribune, Which, aS lUy older readers will remember, was
once a respectable newspaper, carried on its first page on 30 November
1987 a big gob of journalistic sKme which claimed, with breath-taking effrontery, that "AIDS" had orginated among the nasty White people,
who transmitted it to the innocent and noble niggers.

ly quoted. I have never seen an allusion, however, to one of his
shrewdest obsei-vations, that the interests of all organized holy
men, whatever the cult they profess, are diametrically opposed to
the interests of the nation as a whole.^

THE AFRICAN PLAGUE
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incidence of the lethal epidemic in our nations are meaningless,
so long as the they are reported by persons who obey the Jews'
ukase that racial differences be concealed. Thus the fearsome
prediction by Dr. William Campbell Douglass^ that the Afiican
Plague may extirpate human life on earth is based on obviously
misleading statistics, and his failure to notice the unrehability of
his data must be attributed to the fact that his mind, from
prudence or conviction, seems filled with the Christian-Communist hokum about "all mankind." Furthermore, his behef that
he has found a way to stimulate the immune system and provide
a prophylaxis against infection may be an illusion generated by
his experience ^ t h patients who have the "2-2" genes.
It follows, furthermore, that all our information about the
transmission of the Plague is fatally defective. Despite the frantic
covenip by the government in Washington, it now seems certain
that the deadly disease may be transmitted by saliva and tears,
as well as other bodily secretions, but we have no answer to the
obviously cardinal question, To whom by whose saliva and tears?
There is some reason to beheve, in the absence of proof to the
contrary, that the immunity evidently provided by the "2-2"
genetic factor does not provide immunity against a virus introduced directly into the blood stream by transfusions of infected
blood, such as are now commonly administered in hospitals, since
there is no infallible test-of the blood in "blood-banks," and often
no testing of persons who sell their blood to such "banks"-not
even when they are knovm to be homosexual perverts. Presumably the same may be true of virus introduced into the blood stream
2. See Dr. Douglass's "All Fall Down" (AIDS and the End of Civilization), a booklet of 32 pages published by Copple House Books, P.O. Box
285, Road's End, Lakemont, Georgia; $5.00. Dr. Douglass's article,
"WHO Murdered Africa," appeared in the September issue of Health
Freedom News (P.O. Box 688, Monrovia, California), and was reprinted
in the Spotlight and several other "conservative" periodicals. Dr.
Douglass also publishes a four-page monthly newsletter. The Cutting
Edge, $48.00 per annum (2470 Windy Hill Road, Suite 440, Marietta,
Georgia). He deserves great credit for exposing the utter dishonesty of
the propaganda that is spread by Washington (obviously in the hope of
making the African Plague epidemic among Caucasians). His conclusion
that the -virus was manufactured and disseminated by the World Health
Organization is extremely doubtful, not because one imagines that outfit
would have moral scruples, but because it is most unlikely that it would
choose to afflict its darling savages
6
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through wounds and, conceivably, even by haematophagous insects. But here again we need research that -will take account of
racial differences.
It is now estabhshed that the deadly virus is transmitted by
even normal sexual intercourse among niggers, mestizos (whom
the hepapers like to call 'Hispanic'), and other mongrels, and we
may take comfort from the presumption that it is not transmitted
by sexual intercourse between men and women who are pureblooded Aryans. Thus it seems likely that, at the worst, a nucleus
of our race will survive the oecumenical Plague that represents
the Blacks' principal gift to ci-vdlized mankind.
The survivors will have received one great benefit from the
Plague. It demonstrates the crucial physiological function of the
immune system, which was for centuries regarded as an unexplained and mysterious vis medicatri naturae, and there will be a
revolution in therapy and medical practice that the physicians'
union will be unable to prevent. There will be intensive research
to determine what poisons, especially forms of medication now
practiced, such as vaccines, antibiotics, and "miracle drugs," impair the inimune system and thus, while possibly averting a
malady or facilitating the cure of one disease or set of symptoms,
increase the victim's susceptibility to other diseases.^ Further3. A good example is "Atromid-S," a great "miracle drug" that was enthusiastically touted by "medical science" as a wonderful way of
preventing heart attacks by reducing cholesterol in the arteries. Dr.
Douglass remarks, "It caused gallbladder disease, thrombophlebitis, and
cancer. No wonder it prevented heart attacks. You can't die but once."
What should be determined is whether the "miracle drug" killed by (a)
impairing the immune system as a whole, (b) directly and chemically
damaging the organs that became diseased, or (c) contained a virus
which attacked those organs. A comparable uncertainty vitiates many of
the conclusions in Dr. Douglass's article. He tells us that all of the persons who received the vaccine against Hepatitis-B are now "AIDS-infected," but it does not necessarily follow that the vaccine contained the
virus that causes the African Plague; the vaccine (a) may in itself have
greatly damaged or destroyed the immune system, or (b) may have been
given chiefly to persons who had aheady contracted the Plague, or (c) to
the kind of persons, male perverts, who naturally became infected later.
Since the data, according to Dr. Douglass, have been buried by the
Federal government's Department of "Justice," there is no way of
guessing which conjecture is more nearly correct, but a calculated effort
to spread the African Plague would be likely only if the vaccine was
given principally to persons unlikely to contract that disease through
their own activities, i.e., to normal persons of our race.
7
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more, since the immmie system is as cei-tainly deteimined by racial and individual heredity as the color of skin and eyes, relative
intelligence, susceptibihty to certain diseases (e.g., the Tay-Sachs,
which is pecuhar to Jews), and almost all other physical and mental characteristics of individuals, it is quite possible and even likely that what impairs the immune system of one race or ethnic
division of a race may be innocuous to persons of different
heredity, and vice versa.
The need for honest and competent research is obvious, and
one may predict that the survivors of the African PlagTie will not
only have a prejudice against individuals who try to prevent or
abort that research, but will not hesitate express that prejudice in
ways that would send "do-gooders" into conniption fits, if any of
them had survived.
I began, some time ago, an article that would examine the
evidence about the African Plague now available in gi-eater
detail, and I intended particularly to recommend, as the best
book for general disfa-ibution that I had read. The AIDS Coverup? by Gene Antonio (San Francisco, Ignatius Press, 1986). It is
written with judicious moderation that will impress readers who
approach the subject'for the first time, and only a very few
pages, which do not in any way affect the argument, reflect the
religious preoccupations of the publishers. I have, however, accumulated so large a bulk of materials, including, thanks to one
reader, coverage of domestic press despatches for several
months, and a variety of European publications, that I must defer
completion of the article to some future date, noting that, as time
passes, some of the material becomes obsolete every month.
I shall here record only one trivial fact that seems to me
amusing. I am infonned that a group of big-brained intellectuals,
ensconsed in the middle ranks of the bureaucratic horde in the
District of Corruption, are now afraid to go out to eat in restaurants. They remember the boast of their dear Jesse Jackson
that when he worked in the kitchen of a restaurant, he always
defiled food that was to be served to White customers, and they
reflect how much more zealous would be niggers and degenerates
infected by the African Plague to spread their disease among
White customers in the same way. Since fully five percent of all
known perverts of all races now work in the kitchens of restaurants and hotels and are protected in their jobs by the Federal
and local governments, the risk of eating out is more than the
wary intellectuals are willing to take.
8
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There is some little satisfaction in the proof that the
"Liberals'" chickens sometimes come home to roost.

IHR LANDCHEN
We owe to the late Eobert Ardrey a series of books that have
contributed to the education of "Liberal intellectuals" who can
read intelligently. Although they think themselves grown up and
too mature to beheve the childish stories in the Jew-Book, they
retain in their minds the myth about a special creation of human
beings by a god, and Ardrey's well-written books taught the more
intelligent ones that the various species called human are only
mammals who differ from other mammals only in a development
of the brain that permits speech and some measure of thought.
I was especially reminded of Ardrey's Territorial Imperative
by a handsomely printed volume that an anonymous donor sent
to Liberty Bell a few months ago.
In the Fourteenth Century a Count of Ortenberg invited into
his domains in Camiola German peasants from Carinthia, largely
of Franconian and Thuringian ancestiy, to occupy and develop a
region of primaeval forest and, no doubt, to introduce rehable
subjects into a territory largely populated by the detritus left by
the many invasions of Noricum and Pannonia that followed the
collapse of the Roman Empire in the West and accompanied the
long agony of the Byzantine Empire. Camiola, it will be remembered, hes directly east of Aquileia and the city of Trieste at the
head of the Gulf of Venice, and was a Dutchy and crown land of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
The land is dominated by the Juhan Alps and their eastern
spurs, and the climate is not Mediterranean, as you might imagine from a glance at a map. The winters are cold and often
severe; the summers are usually hot and dry. The soil is caleiferous and of relatively low fertility, but it supports forests that
quickly encroach on neglected clearings and soon efface them.
Only a people as industrious and stalwart as the Germans could
have reclaimed from the wilderness the territory allotted to
them.
One enclave of Germans was settled in the county, containing
numerous villages and hamlets, that surrounded the little town of
Gottschee, from which it took its name. Over the centuries, the
German peasantry developed a pecuhar dialect of their own, consisting chiefly of German words mispronounced and hence not alLiberty Bell I April 1988
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ways easily recognized in the spelling adopted when the dialect
was written (e.g., bintl = Windel; moarn = Morgen).
In 1876, the Geiman population of the enclave numbered
about 26,000. After the disastrous war of 1914-1918 and the dismemberment of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in the "Peace"
Conferences that were dominated by the idealistic verbiage of the
crackpot whom the Jews had trained for the Presidency of the
United States, Gottschee became part of a strange hodgepodge
called Yugoslavia, and the Slovenians began a systematic persecution of the Germans, forbidding use of both the local dialect,
spoken by the peasants, and High German, spoken by the educated. Many "Gottscheers" emigrated, commonly to the United
States or Canada. In 1930, the population was 14,500.
During the Jews' World War, the lands on or near the eastern coast of the Adiiatic were occupied by the Itahans, and in
1941 Hitler and Mussolini reached an agreement in keeping with
Hitler's policy of "reclaiming" Gennans who lived in enclaves
within tei-ritories having an ethnically diverse and usually hostile
population. The Gennans of Gottschee were to be uprooted and
settled in geographically similar territoiy in Lower Styria in exchange for the Slovenian enclave in the valleys of the Drave and
Save rivers.
A total of 11,756 persons were thus taken from Gottschee by
the officials appointed by the German Reich. An unknown numbered elected to remain in their homeland; most of them were
eventually murdered by the Slavic "partisans" who were financed
and supphed by the Judaeo-Communists' principal satrapies,
Britain and the United States, to ensure' Soviet occupation of
Yugoslavia after the War.
How well the interchange of populations would have worked
in a time of peace must be conjectural. When carried out by two
governments engag-ed in a desperate war with the ovei-whelming
forces the Jews had mobilized against them, the work was inevitably inefficient, and the result became disastrous when the
two nations were defeated. After much suffering and many
deaths by violence, some of the displaced Germans from Gottschee eventually found homes in Germany (which compensated
them for at least paii; of their losses), Austria, and the United
States and Canada. It was estimated in 1970 that there were a
total of 25,000 "Gottscheers," emigrants before 1941, survivors
of the displacement, and their descendants, in the world.

What is deeply impressive about the tragic end of this little
enclave is the passionate attachment of its population to their
"Landchen." it was only with heartbreak that the majority of
them were persuaded to leave their homes to rejoin the majority
of their race. What is amazing is their loyalty to their lost
homeland even in exile, and the attachment with which they and
their descendants cherish memory of it by associations that continue to unite them in the diverse regions in which they now live.
The territorial imperative is strong in our racial psyche and
lingers long after separation from the homeland.
Their "LSndchen" is lost forever. It is futile for them to visit
Gottschee now. There is nothiiig left. As one visitor reports:
"The homeland now exists only in memory.... After one has
fought one's way through the thickets and estabhshed the approximate location of one's former house of birth, one stands uncomprehending before very small mounds, overgrown with stinging nettles, weeds, brush, huge shrubs, thirty-five-, thirty-, and
ten-year-old trees, the grave moiinds of fOilflef fSttng, one's
former birthplace. For a few nl6mehtS one imagines the village
as it once was, the houses, the bartis, the frilit tr'ges, the tillage
pond-but the image is strangely lifeless, like painted Stage
scenery."
This small band of a few thousand individtlals who i^emMn
devoted to the memory of their lost homes has subsidised the
publication of a handsomely bound book of 218 well-printed pages
plus nttoieroug nostalgic photographs ifl colot a^d in bljtck-andwhite, "Das Jahrhmdeftbuch": GoUseUe and its People' through
the Centuries, by Erich Petschauer, completed after his death by
loyal collaborators, and ably translated into Enghsh by Herma
Moschner. It was pubhshed in 1984 by the Gottscheer Kehef Association, for Which I have no address. The German original was
pubhshed in Vienna by the Bfamniiller Uriiver'sitats-Verlagsbuchhandlung.
It is a work of scholarship, which traces the history of Gottschee from the Eleventh Ceiittiry (before Germans came to the
Wilderness) and carries that history almost to the' time of writing,
and it is a labor of love by a rrian who Strove' to convey in Words
an impression of his beloved homeland, "the vaStness of its
forests- and the ahnost unearthly stillness—the silence which to
the human ear often seems absoMe,, that silence that can awaken
you! im the' middle of the night whea the rustling' of the forest has
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suddenly ceased or when the choir of crickets at once PTQW^
silent."
^
^

WHICH WAX^VESTRRN MAN?

.-^^

THE IMMIGRATION RIDDLE
UNWRAPPED
Thefloodingof the western nations with non-Whites is no accident,
but part of a premeditated plan, says
Ivor Benson
"We are at present working discreetly but with all our might to
wrest this mysterious force called sovereignty out of the clutches of the
local nation states of the world. A l l the time we are denying with our
hps what we are doing with our hands, because to impugn the
sovereignty of the local national states of the world is still a heresy for
which a statesman or publicist can perhaps not quite be burned at the
stake but certainly ostracised and discredited."
Professor Arnold Toynbee
Speech to the Institute for the Study of International Affairs, Copenhagen, June 1931.

22003)^ indMini'|L5^

DOES THE WEST HAVE THE WILL TO SURVIVE?

V c s of the present and overcome them? THE CAMP OF THE
S.41NTS is the rtiost frightening- hook you will ever read, It is
:.:i:rightg|ling:heCaUSe:::it:::iS.::Utt^^

• armada of many. If any book will awaken White Americas to tje
OFTHE
SMNTS:'YMfm^^
(which ihcUidcS $1:00 for-postage and handling) to; • •
LIBERTV BELL PUBLICATIONS
Box 21i Reedy\W25270 USA.
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A SINGLE PARAGRAPH from a paper read by Professor Arnold
Toynbee at a conference 56 years ago will help explain one of the most
baffling socio-political phenomena of the years since the end of World
War 11, namely the massive penetration of all the western countries by
unassimilible population elements from the so-called Third World.
The western countries' separate immigration laws and regulations,
everywhere producmg exactly the same disturbing and disruptive
results, can now be seen as a single global pohcy of population control
being severally implemented.
Pohcies which hitherto seemed to make no sense and were
generally attributed to the short-sightedness and incompetence of
pohtical leaders of all parties can now be more easily understood as
aspects of an ingeniously contrived conspiratorial enterprise designed
to advance the purposes of a United Nations-endorsed 'New International Economic Order' (NIEO) —the official euphemism for world
government.
Any plan auned at wresting "this mysterious force called
sovereignty out of the clutches of the local national states" would have
been unthinkable without a global population control plan as one of its
major components. It was only to be expected, therefore, that the arts
of dissimulation and obfuscation have had to be used on a grand scale
to prevent the people of the West from finding out that the ugly and
frightening race-relations problems inflicted on them were deliberately
Liberty Bell I April 1988
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intended to serve purposes which the politicians would not have dared
to acknowledge.
A sponsored and massively financed invasion by unassimilible
aliens designed to confuse and fragment the white populations of the
West, pre-empting any possible solidification of resistance to the oneworld revolution, has taken two distinct forms. Britain provides a good
example of what has happened, and continues to happen, in many
other western lands.
CONFUSION IS A WEAPON
In Phase 1, commencing almost immediately after the end of
World War 11, hordes of ahen immigrants were deliberately brought in
by the plane-load from the West Indies, India, Pakistan, Nigeria, etc.,
and delivered to all the main population centres—London, Liverpool,
Birmingham, Leicester, Bristol, etc.—where they were unmediately
placed on full pubUc assistance and provided with housing.
A former member of the flight staff of the British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC)informed us that a regular shuttle service
was maintained between Britain and India and between Britain and
the West Indies; most of the newcomers, including women and
children, had httle or no" command of the EngUsh language and had no
industrial skill; and it was obvious that none of them was traveling at
their oWn expense. They had simply been tecruited for the purpose of
immigration.
Prevented by an aroused pubhc opinion from continuing on the
same scale with Phase 1, the plotters were ready with Phase 2, the cunning trick of admitting as ' refugees' those who could no longer be admitted openly as 'immigrants.'
The continued importation of alien population elements into
Europe and North America can now be clearly recognised as a gigantic, well planned and costly para-military operation, much of it routed
through East Germany, the main staging post for bogus refugees flown
in Soviet airiiners from the Far East and elsewhere; from East Germany they are pushed out in bus-loads into West Germany, Denmark,
Holland and Switzerland, and in boat-loads across the Baltic into
Sweden and Norway, to be further distributed by all kinds of illegal
means into Britain and across the Atlantic to Canada and the United
States of America. Anyone who beheves that aU this could have been
the result of an exercise of personal initiative by the migrants, and all
their own expense, would have to be naive to the point of weak-mindedness.
Libertij Bell I April 1988

Western governments have played a passive but no less important
role in the promotion of this huge fraudulent enterprise, by maintaining a set of immigration laws, regulations and procedures ingeniously
contrived not to hinder the progress of Phase 2, a studied and
premeditated neghgence and impotence.
BEfiiND THE SCENES
"In poUtics," said FrankUn D. Roosevelt, "when things happen you
•can be sure they were planned that way." A l l the more so, of course,
when things go on happening.
It could hardly be fortuitous that these laws and regulations have
continued to offer no hindrance whatever to the law-breakers. The invaders are placed on fuU public assistance and sooner or later given
full citizenship.
Nor is the role of the western governments entirely passive In
Britain, for example, there is a state-funded Advisory Bureau always
ready to intervene with urgent night court restraining orders to prevent
immigration officials at the airports doing what the book tells therii is
their duty, that of immediately expelling persons whose papers are obviously fraudulent. The British government has had to hire a large ship
at Harwich to accommodate illegal immigrants who arrived at
Heathrow airport as a group, carrying papers that were blatantly false,
and whom the airport officials were prevented from deporting. The
'processing' of claims for refugee status could go on for years.
Meanwhile everyone knows for certain that the immigrants will never
be deported; they are merely undergoing a costly process of legitimisation (at enoririoiis expense to the British taxpayer).
A law originally designed to enable govermnents to grant asylum
to endangered victims of pohtical persecution is now being used
fraudulently and on a gigantic scale for the purpose of penetrating and
destroying from withm the culturiil and pohtical integrity of all the nations of the West.
Paradoxically enough, most of the immigration and other officials
in daily contact with the stream of bogus refugees are blameless; all
this IS required of them is to apply strictly the regulations as written.
Very many of them, as we have found from personal contact, are unhappy about the work they have to do and are sometimes deeply distressed by orders from on high which they are called on tC put into effect. Honest and conscientious civil servants, they can see what is going
on but cah do nothing about it without great risk of losing their jobs.
"Do'n't quote me!", warned one imniigration officer after he had explained how Asians with British citizenship are able to seU their
Liberty Bell I April 1988
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daughters at £10,000 each to Asians from abroad who wish to settle in
a countrj' where huge fortunes are to be made.
Those mainly responsible for the perpetration of this gigantic
fraudon the peoples of the West fall into several categories. Most knportant of all, of course, are the invisible rulers who finance party
pohtics and control the media. Next are the poKticians wholly committed to the ideological aim of exorcising "this mysterious force called
sovereignty."
No less important in this evil scheme of things is a small minority
of strategically placed bureaucrats in every western administration, all
ideologically motivated - or are we to suppose that it was in the
secret services of the West and nowhere else that traitors Hke Alger
Hiss, Kim Philby, Anthony Blunt, etc., have been highly active and
damaging to national interests since the end of World War II? In the
hght of so much proved betrayal of country and community, and of
secret collusion with arcane powers in Moscow, would it not be most
extraordinary if the revolutionary requirements of world population
control had hecn overlooked?
DISTRESS OF NATIONS
Can it not be safely assumed that what we all know to have happened in the security services in all the other western countries had its
exact parallel in many other departments of government, including international affairs and especially in immigration control?
People in the West have failed to understand what has been made
to happen, but there was no way in which they could be prevented
from seemg and painfully experiencing the awful consequences of a
huge fraudulent geopoUtical operation.
The situation in Britain, one of the prune targets of what Professor
P. T. Bauer has described as an "undeclared, one-sided civil war in the
West," was summed' up in the following words by Peregrine
Worsthorne, editor of the Sunday Telegraph:
"The character of many beloved towns has been ruined,
familiar landscapes desecrated. On the underground I feel surrounded by aliens. King's Koad, once my neighbourhood, is now
like a nightmare vision of heU...Nor do I share any feelings of
affinity with the British Commonwealth, or any sense of fellowship whatever with many of the new immigrants to this
country...Increasingly I find contemporary Britain more wrong
than right.
"To be frank, it would not be difficult for me to become disloyal to this country..."

1

And Max Hastings, editor of Tlxe Daily Telegraph, writes of the
recent disorders in London:
"If I lived in or near somewhere like Brixton or Toxteth, I
would be permanently terrified when I walked the streets. I
would flinch at the sight of tough-looking young men, especially
if I were white."
Britain is obviously headed for a catastrophic situation, as Enoch
Powell has warned. In Birmingham it is now admitted that 20 per-c6nt
of the population is coloured, mainly Asian. At Dewsbury in West
Yorkshire, on September 3rd, defiant parents refused td send their
children to a local school wheife already 500 of the 590 pupils are
Asian. And the only law-change which the government has been inclined to offer is to prohibit polygamous Asians bringing into the
country "second and subsequent wives."
A n ahen invasion, however, is only one half of the population control conspiracy; the other half has to do with immigration regulations
and procedures ingeniously contrived and cold-heartedly enforced
which have the effect of severely limitittg the freedOfli of movement of
persons of western white origin.
For example, while plane-loads of indigent and untfained Asians
are behig ferried Ittto Australia and immediately plaefcd oii public assistance, it has become extremely difficult for any person of western
proVenaiice to emigrate to that country, and it is difficult, and itt hiOst
cases iinpossible, for an Australian to rejom his relatives in Britain, his
ancestral hottieland.
TRUTH OUT OF AFRICA AND CANADA
Par more distressing is the predicament of those white people who
now find themselves confined in a shockingly niisgoverned, riaarxisttotahtarian Zimbabwe (formerly Rhodesia); they are perfectly free to
leaVe^ but have nowhere to go because no western country will have
them; and if they could go they would have to leave all their possessions behmd. Exceptions in some cases orily proVe the rule.
What need for prison bars when laws can be made to achieve the
same results? Zimbabwe is a prison for the law-atjiding from which
there can be rio ttiass break-out of the kind so ofteti staged by convicted criminals in all the countries of the West.
If can be stated as an incontrovertible generalisation that a South
African or Rhodesian of British descent,- who served in the British
armed forces m Worid War II, wouiided ui action, decorated for
valour by King George VI, self-sUpporting,- has fat lesS ehartce of being

(Sunday Telegraph Magazine. 26th October 1986)
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accepted as a resident in Britain and the former dominions than an indigent and illiterate immigrant from the Far East.
If results uniformly and consistently produced can reasonably be
expected to reveal what is purposed, it can reasonably be assumed that
one of the main purposes of this population control is to prevent an
exodus of Whites from the former colonies and other Third World
countries, which are now falling increasingly into disorder after having
been supposedly 'liberated' from colonial rule. The Whites are beiag
forced to remain where the world's faceless rulers want them to
remaia and where it is hoped they can still be of use.
The West's white people are being boxed collectively, but only experience their imprisoned condition individually—hence the absence
of collective awareness and response. In other words, it is only when
they want to move that they find out that they are prohibited from
doing so.
Here is a glimpse of the Canadian immigration scene:
"We know how Tamils and Sikhs and other Third World visitors
who have been lying, cheating and sneaking their way into
Canada illegally have been treated by Canadian immigration
with kid gloves, the right to remain and unmediate and full welfare payments. But .we're now only beginning to learn how omImmigration Department treats white visitors who wish to
remain in Canada but don't lie and cheat and try to rush to the
head of the line or sneak in."
(Canadian Intelligence Pubhcations, Box 30, Flesherton, Ontario)
The Toronto Globe and Mail, in a report from Vancouver, tells
the story of 36-year-old Frederick Nachbour who, with httle knowledge
of the German language, was recently ordered by the Immigration
Department to be deported to Germany; Nachbour was brought to
Canada when 10 months old and had lived in Canada and America
ever smce, the last 13 years, in Canada, where he owns a flourishing
business; his parents acquired Canadian citizenship but were told that
httle Frederick would have to wait until he was of age before he could
apply. Technically, it seems, Frederick Nachbour is at fault for not
having done so, and he leaves behind six brothers and sisters, all
Canadian by birth.
The usual explanation of such deportations, of which there have
been very many in Canada, Britain, AustraUa and the United States, is
that no appUcation for resident rights can be considered unless submitted from a consulate abroad.
Writes Ron Gostick, of Canadian Intelligence Publications:
"Is this what Immigration are telling the Tamils and Sikhs?
Such rank hypocrisy! Such a flagrant double-standard and

obscene anti-white racism! This morning* s news tells of
Ottawa's plans for building large refugee reception centres, apparently for ever larger floods of Third World refugees,
Meanwhile, deport Germans, Russians and other Caucasians,
even if they have been living here and contributing to our
covmtry for decades!"
In the United States a isimilar phenomenon of consistently apphed
double-standards has takfcn the form mainly of permitting continuous
illegal immigration from Mexico, Cuba, Haiti and elsewhere in tlie
Caribbean.
The slackness and apparent helplessness here displayed would be
Wholly ihcomprehensible if not, in fact, intentional. Milhons of the 'illegals/ Most of them so-called 'wetbacks' from the South, have now
been offered legitimisation of their presence in the United States on
very «asy terms iif they declare themselves—treatment very different
from that meted out to innumerable honest and hard-working white
peoplfc who have been found to be technically at fault.
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THE GRAND DESIGN

The thesis here offered is that the imi^giraitioii laws and procedures in most western countries are separate conaponents oi a single
global population control plan, and that this plan is only an aspect of a
nioney-J)owered revolutionary operation that has been gathering force
since shortly bfefote the turn of the century.
Thfe presentation of such a thesis would be incomplete without
some reference to categories of persons for whom 'immigrafiou featriers h'aVe noffiorestopping powet thafi Igo'ssaMife'r.
The fest sUch category that coriie to nund is that 'Of the superrich-the likes 'of Rupert Murdoch, the international media 'magnate,
and Airniaiid Hammer, who, as agent of 'western big business, helped
to build the Soviet Union as an industrial giant. For such as these, as
nem in the press 'daily testifies, the whole surface of the globe is theiilegitiiiiate 'place of residence.'
Next in order are the merely rich, who, for about £150,000 ate able
to 'claim rights 'of residence wherever they pleas^e.
Effectivfe eXeinption from restrictive immigration laWs caii also be
expected^ virtually as a right, by professional politie'al agitators, 'eVen
kii'om terrorists, provided only that they belong to the revolutiotiary
left.
Another category, perhaps the in6'sl Important of all, remains to
be mentioned. We frequently hear about the hindrance encountered by
jews wishing to leave the Soviet Union but never aboiit any difficulty 'iil
19

finding a country in the West that will admit them for permanent
residence and eventual naturaUsation.
.Dr. B. A . Kdsmin, in his. history of the Jewish community in
Rhodesia, quotes Mr, A . E . Abrahamson, a conununity leader, as
saying in 1973:
"We See the elimination of almost ail entire getteratioiij of young
men and women wfio leave us to study in South Africa and
overseas and, save for a Jfew, never return."
/
(ilfdji^,'B. A. Kosmin, Mambo Press, Hara^^^
Very many Jews have emigrated from South Africa in recent years,
some of them notorious fugitives from justice, most of them to settle iu
America, Canada, the Uniited Kingdoffl and Austraha. There is no
mention in Dr. Kosmin's book, or in Dr. Gideon Shimbni's history of
the Jews in South Africa, of Jews encoxmtermg any immigration
problems anywhere.
Is it possible that the Zionist role in global power-politics has
something to do with this anomaly?
•
This article was transcribed from Spearhead, P.O. Box 446, London SE23 2LS,
England.

T H E BOOK
THAT MADE T H E JEWS SO MAD
T H E Y HAD TO INVENT T H E MOVIE
HOLOCAUST:
A USCHWITZ: An Eye^Witness Beport
by Tliie^Christophersen & Foreword by Manfred Rocdei
Order Not lOir single copy $2.50 + $1,00 for postage

5 copies $10.00 + $1.00 for postage.
Order from:

LIBERTY BELL PUBLICATION^
Box 21, Rcody \ 25270 USA
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A TRIBUTE TO
DOUG CHRISTIE
by
Wilfred L. BMr

British Columbia, Canada
I have often tried to put myself in the shoes of Doug Christie. I
have watched from the security of the sidehnes as this man of vast
courage stood against the implacable foe, alone and uncheered. I have
thrilled, as this bolfd champion of freedom has agam and again struck
aside the chaias being forged to bind us. I have then wondered how I
would stand the searing rage of those evil brutes who would, put to
flame all our fragile freedoms, who would destroy everything and
everybody in their way, including—and especially—Douglas Hewson
Christie, I have seen this natural leader savaged and slandered. With
all others I have stood in silence as the most despicable of men used
thek ever-ready media to denigrate this great patriot. Time and again I
have seen these half-hidden detractors fail to address the issues raised
by Doug Christie. While always, in reply, would come the cruel personal attack, the ad hominem, against him. Indeed, such is their fear of
this populist, this mau of principle, that they wUl go to any lengths to
censor his words, be they uttered in a court of law or from a public
podium,
Yes, they have their stock repUes. And jt is silence. Or abuse. Qr,
at the best, an overt antempt to obscure any rational argument. Their
one dreadful weapon is The Big Lie along with the media they employ
to dispense it. And they wield this satanic sword with reckless indifference to truth or decency. To discredit, to demean, that is everything.
Get Christie at all costs, they howl and plot among them selves and
loose their media dogs upon the prey.
Yet I have never seen Doug Christie waver, Never, even when
repeatedly impugned by an openly corrupt and hostile judge. Even
when faced with a screaming mob. Heflinchesnot, nor does he flicker
one degree from his unswerving path of honor.
What an amazing man. A deep and eloquent man. A big, broadshouldered, wholesome, manly man. A man of God and soaring ideals.
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A man of kindness and good humour. Yet he remains a fierce foe of
sham and deceit, a sworn enemy of the enemies of freedom and of his
daring Western Canada Concept Party.
What a remarkable personage, this almost mystical figure, setting
forth as a knight of old, sword at the ready, into an age of fear and
darkness. He is the one leader of stature in a nation of political pygmies.
Behold then this man known as "The Battling Barrister." His fame
has spread throughout the world. His name is everywhere known by
those who fight on for freedom. He is a linch-pin in the world-wide
resistance to tyranny.
What an example for our sad and cynical youth. What an inspiration for our people still capable of thought and duty. A l l those healthy
and civilizing attributes once so prized are today borne and articulated
by this extraordinary man; this man who protects the powerless, who
stands taU at the side of the scorned.
Could I have withstood it? Could I have long suffered the screaming, foul-mouthed bigots, the hate-filled, the intolerant, the scathing insults of the bizarre crazies of the adrogynous left? Could I have stood
up, as he, to the massed might of the media liberaloids and their
screeching bodyguard of pinkos and perverts?
No, I would have sheathed my sword long ago. I would have
withdrawn from the squahd struggle. Far stronger men than I, too,
would have crumbled under the relentless violence done Doug Christie
over the years.
Yet he remains unbowed. The scars he carries, he carries deep
and hidden from public view.
I admire him. I applaud him. I wish him well, as do myriad others
who have chosen freedom and justice over shameful servitude. I am
proud to be his friend. And while I cannot pledge to this hero much
more than my allegiance, I know he wiU accept that imperfect thing
with grace.
I know him well and truly. He soars above the carping crowd,
resolute in his pursuit of justice for all. But should he, one day, put
aside the sword in weary resignation, you may be sure that this nation
is finally finished.
Our people should think on this.
•
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TRIAL
BY JEWRY
by David McCalden

Introduction
Who would ever have thought that in this "New Age" of enlightenment, a man could be charged with "publishing false news," sentenced
to 15 months in jail, plus automatic deportation into exile afterwards.
Maybe this could happen in the Soviet Union, you say, or one of the
other East bloc countries. Or perhaps in some backward Third World
nation, ruled over by an ignorant, intolerant tyrant.
Unfortunately, this prosecution did take place, over a period of
years in the mid-1980s, barely a hundred miles from the U.S. border,
at the unlikely location of Toronto, the biggest city in Canada.
However, our story begins not on this continent, but in war-torn
Europe, almost half a century ago.
Ernst Zundel was born five months before the outbreak of World
War Two, in a small town in the Black Forest of Germany, on 24 April
1939. The Zundel (hterally: spark, or touchwood) family had resided
continuously in the same woodcutter's cottage for 350 years, in the
heart of Swabia, a province renowned for the, indomitability of its inhabitants, and the impenetrability of its forests. It was for many centuries the German version of Sherwood Forest in England; even the
Romans had failed to conquer it; instead they went around it.
Ziindel's father was drafted into the German forces, and he served
as a medic on the horrific Eastern front. When not taking care of her
sbc children, Ziindel's mother also worked as a medical auxihary, often
aiding the civilian survivors of Allied bombing raids. It was the horror
of that genuine holocaust, and the broken spirit of his father after the
war, which made such an impression on Ernst Ziindel, that he has
been a pacifist ever since. (By contrast, Prof Henri G . Francq implies
that Zundel is what he is, because his mother washed his face with
soap made out of Jewish fat! [Hitler's Holocaust., New Star Books,
1986, p. 245]).
Since his parents could not afford to send him to university, young
Ernst Ziindel was apprenticed to a trade school, where he trained as a
graphic artist. After graduation at the age of 17, the travel bug had bit1

ten H m , and he moved on his own to (more industrial) northern Germany, where he began his first employment. However, it was not long
before he became "antsy" again, and so he soon made the decision to
emigrate.
H e rejected the destination of South Africa, on account of its
apartheid poUcies, and he turned down the United States because of
conscription. Eventually, he plumped for Canada, which had no draft
policy or racial segregation; and i n any case, the Canadian travel
posters reminded him of his own Black Forest.
So, at the tender age of 19, barely knowing the English language,
Ernst Zlindel arrived i n Toronto i n the autunm of 1958, where he
achieved immediate success i n his endeavors. H e was hired by the
Sitnpson-Sears corporation as a commercial artist at $93/week—many
times what hd could earn i n Germany at that time. H e emoUed i n an
English proficiency class, and within a year he had married his classroom sweetheart, a French-Canadian woman from Quebec.
During the next couple of years, they took every opportunity to
travel around Canada, plus one extended trip back to Europe. Soon,
they produced a son, Pierre, and the family decided to settle down i n
Verdun, Quebec.
Always curious about the esoteric, and the occult, Ziindel took the
opportunity of his unexpected residence i n Quebec to meet with
A d r i e n A r c a n d , the ageing leader of Canadian National Socialism.
Ironically, it was the dying leader of French-Canadian Catholic-Fascism, who turned (an originally skeptical) Ziindel into a German.
It was this new-found confidence i n himself, reinforced by a series
of Dale Carnegie courses, x^-hich propelled Ernst Ziindel, stUl in his
mid-20s, to run for political office. After the dramatic resignation of
Prime Minister Lester Pearson, the leadership of the governing Liberal
Party was up for grabs.,Even though as an ahen he could not legally
become Prime Minister (just as U.S. Presidents must be native-born),
Zundel decided to offer himself for the party leadership.
By now effectively tri-lingual, Z u n d e l spoke at any and every
group who would invite hun. Drawmg on his graphic art skills, and his
Dale Carnegie training, he developed a simple, populist campaign,
based on easily-recognizable symbols; repeated i n buttons, armbands,
flyers, posters and manifestos. The theme of his platform was reciprocal ethnic pride and reciprocal ethnic respect. After two centuries of
Anglo domination of Canadian pohtics, the Zundel campaign was a
watershed. Even though he lost the elecfion to the ultra-leftist Pierre
Trudeau, Ziindel's campaign may well have been the catalyst to shove
Canada out of its subservient role of "British dominion" into its cur2

rent position as a North American outpost of north European society.
Within a few years, Canada had changed its flag from the cluttered,
British-regimental format, to the clean, ascetic red-and-white Maple
Leaf logo; they switched from the silly and illogical Imperial method of
weights and measures to the much more sensible metric system; and
even the Canadian Constitution was repatriated from the Houses of
Parliament at Westminster to its lookalike at Ottawa.
Unfortunately, the Canadian politicians got completely carried
away i n their jealous enthusiasm for aping their European counterparts. A s early as 1961, the Canadian Prime Minister Diefenbaker had
led; the ignorant and impressionable Afro-Asian nations into expelling
South Africa from the (British) Commonwealth, while retaining nonWhite member-countries which were much more cruel. Then, in 1970,
the Ottawa parliamentarians-no doubt inspired by the British Race
Relations A c t - p a s s e d a Hate Propaganda A c t (§281) which outlawed
the incitement of "racial hatred," even though this meant that the incitement was illegal, but the haired was not.
After his brief fling with EstabUshment politics, Ernst Ziindel went
into a voluntary "retreat" of consciousness-raising. H e went off on
several W o r l d tours by himself, when he visited Europe, the mid-East,
Africa, Asia, and travelled all across the U.S. and Canada. Shortly
before her death, he met i n India with the National Socialist mystic,
Savitri Devi, to whom he pledged to republish Tlie Lightning & the Sun.
Contrary to conventional liberal doctrine, world travel does not make
one more "egalitarian" when it comes to racial differences; wide-ranging, empirical observations only underscore the inequality of Mankind;
and Ziindel's tours were no exception. H e returned to his little family
in Quebec—and another new son, Hans—with his head spinning with
forbidden thoughts.
In the beginning, Ziindel allowed speculative thinking to take him
into the most unlikely, extraordinary areas. Early i n the 1970s, he
published several "thuik-pieces" on the subject of UFOs-Nazi
Secret
Weapons? under his nom deplume of "Christof F r i e d r i c h " - h i s middle
names. H e even rented promotional booths at science-fiction fairs, and
appeared o n nationwide radio, discussing his V o n Daniken-like
speculations. H i s enthusiasm was such that at one time he announced
the chartering of a jumbo jet—complete with swastika motif on the
t a i l - t o fly to Antarctica in search of secret Nazi U F O bases. H o w
seriously Zundel himself took these speculations at the time is open
to...speculation. Today, he argues that science-fiction publications, and
science-fiction audiences, are much more open-minded than the
3

general population, and thus the Nazi-UFO advertisements and
pamphlets were a valuable "foot in the door" technique.
In 1974, he published his first Holocaust Revisionist pamphlet entitled Tlie AuschwiU Lie written by a former Auschwitz agronomist by
the name of Thies Christophersen, who had self-published his own edition in German, the year before, This first English-language edition
came out under the imprimatur of "Western Unity Movement" using
Ziindel's PO box in Verdun. It included several colorful ads for
Ziindel's U F O pamphlets and books.
By the mid-1970s the province of Quebec was swept up in a tidalwave of separatism. Enghsh (and any other language exxept French)
was banned from street signs, and even billboards. In order to earn a
decent living again, Ernst Ziindel had to pack up his little family, and
move back 'to where he started, to a rambling Victorian house at 206
Carlton Street in downtown Toronto, not far from the Simpson-Sears
headquarters where he had his first job.
His graphic arts business immediately took off again, and he was
soon contracted to do retouching and design work for some of the
most important studios .and pubUcations in Toronto, including covers
for the prestigious Maclean's magazine. However, in order that his
more esoteric pubhshing activities should not interfere with his career,
he wisely continued to use the pseudonym "Christof Friedrich" for his
U F O and Revisionist writings. He also adopted a new imprimatur:
Samisdat, the Russian word for "underground press," which was just
as much in use then as "glasnost" is today.
In 1977 he undertook liis first book-length publication: Allierte
Kriegsverhrechen (AUied War Crimes) which was a reprint of a German-language book originally published in Buenos Aires in 1953.
However, Ziindel's plans to publish an English-language edifion of the
book never came to fruifion. His financial resources became overstretched with his subsequent publication of Tl\e Lighlning & the Sun,
especially when previously promised bulk-orders for the Devi book
never materialized. Always quick to adapt to changing circumstances,
Ziindel soon realized that the era of propaganda through books was
over. Book-length publications cost far too much to typeset, print,
bind, and store; 3000 copies is the absolute minimum for an economic
press-run, and even then it will take at least a year to sell the entire
edition, while the copies continue to deteriorate in physical condition,
and become obsolete in content.
He soon switched to audiotapes, and then to videotapes, where
only one original master-tape is required, and surrogate copies can be
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run off as needed. Furthermore, additions or emendations can easily
be made to the original, as new developments dictate.
However, Ziindel by no means neglected the printed word. He
simply switched his publishing resources from one book per year, to
dozens of pamphlets, flyers, and newsletters, which he would mail out
gratis to rented maihng-lists of opinion-molders throughout Canada,
the U.S. and West Germany. Tens of thousands of mailing-pieces were
sent out from his Carlton Street home/office/headquarters, making
Samisdat—according to Post Canada—the largest mailer in his postal
code.
Larger booklets were "farmed out" to sympathetic publishers who
were lucky enough to own their own printing facilities, such as George
Dietz's Liberty Bell PubUcations, in rural West Virginia. At that time,
Dietz was assisted by a colorful maverick by the name of Eric Thomson, who occasionally went by the name of "Eric Campbell," Thomson
had recently been awarded the unusual accolade of having been expelled from white Rhodesia for "racist" activities!
Several U F O , Revisionist and Natiional Socialist booklets were
produced during this period, usually crediting "Christof Friedrich"
with the authorship. However, the trio of Ziindel, Dietz, and Thomson would typically contribute in varying degrees to the different booklets. Thus, "Christof Friedrich" effectively became a catch-all, house
tiom de plume for almost anyone who happened to work—even
remotely—with Ziindel, even though these were his own middle
names.
Inevitably, the strain of "politics" began to take a toll on Ziindel's
marriage. Starting with his solo World tours, then his increasing fascination with mystical, intellectual and historical matters, led to the
alienation of Janick, Ziindel's wife. Eventually, she moved out to the
Toronto suburbs with their two boys, Pierre and Hans, whom Ziindel
continued to support. Pierre excelled at the University of Toronto,
married young, and is now a professor of forestry at the university of
New Brunswick. Hans lives with his mother, and goes to college,
Despite frequent threats and abuse - usually anonymous — not one
member of Ziindel's family has dropped the Ziindef surname.
By the mid- to late-1970s, Ziindel was phasing out the "Christof
Friedrich" U F O books, and concentrating more on Holocaust
Revisionism, with his real name becoming more and more prominent.
After reports from supporters that their children were being harassed
at school on account of their German heritage, he formed Concerned
Parents of German Descent, to protest the continued media defama5

tion of Germans. The group organized pickets of T V stations, movie
theaters, and newspapers.
Soon, Ziindel was attracting large numbers of talentadnh^lpers.
Eric ThoJiyDson came up from West Virginia to help him publish and
distrib^ft6'^'as^ amounts of printed literature. Jerry Newman from
^,,_JHamilton, Ontario —a plumber by trade—joined the team as a video
"^technician, who could get the hang of any new piece of electronic gear
within a few minutes. It wasn't long before he changed his name back
to what it had been at birth: Jiirgen Neumann.
In October 1978 I moved from London to Los Angeles, where I
established the Institute for Historical Review, with the financial
patronage of Willis Carto. Within a year, we were ready for our first
international convention, and all that that entailed. Ernst Ziindel was
high on the guest list, especially since he was tri-lingual! That first
event, in September 1979, was a breakthrough. Many old friendships
were renewed, and many new friendships were established. In those
early days of the IHR, no one was excluded or banned, as they are
today. Always ready to promote the good word, Ziindel used the occasion to launch a nationwide speaking-tour for two of the German
guests: ,Udo Walendy .and Thies Christophersen. He also invited
'Swedish researcher Ditlieb Felderer up to Toronto to videotape some
interviews .and illustrated presentations. •'
However, it was. not long before Ziindel's activities drew the attention of the authorities, Suddenly, and without warning, the Canadian
post office cancelled his mailing "privileges" and announced that he
could no longer send anything in or out of his address at 206 Carlton
Street. His bizarre "non person" status did not go over too well with
the utility companies, of course, and soon his "personal" mail was restored, so that he could continue to receive his electric, bills, Through
the Canadian Civil Liberties Association—of which he was a member—Ziindel obtained a lawyer. Lynn McCaw. who fought vigorously
for'his rights.
Although the Scotswoman Lynn McCaw had been married to an
Asian, and had an interracial child, she fought for Ziindel's civil rights
vehemently;'even braving J D L spitting attacks, and crude .defamations
by government lawyers. She was simply appalled that anyone could be
made into a "non-person" without a hearing, without any charge being
leveled against him, and without the opportunity to defend himself
against his accusers. Although she won the postal case for Ziindel,
Lynn McCaw was much disheartened by the government's actions. She
rnoved as far away from Toronto as possible; first to Vancouver, arid
then back to Scotland.
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Since that time, the Canaxlian Civil Liberties Association has been
at best paralyzed, and at worst, joining with the persecutors.'One of
their attorneys, Ian Scott —who actually suppoirted Zundel's postal
I'ights—went on to become Attorney General of Ontario, and thus, one
of' the chief inquisitors against Ziindel, as we shall see. Despite
repeated demands for intervention (mostly from myself) the CCLA's
Director Alan Borovoy still refuses to take a stand on the issue of
Ziindel's human rights. In letters to myself, Borovoy claims that the
C C L A will have to wait until Ziindel's case is "finally disposed o f
(jailed? deported? hanged?) before they can take a stand on his civil
rights!
Shortly after he won back his postal rights from the Canadian
government, Ziindel was hit with further government action; this time
from the West Germans. It appears that the West German puppet
government had for some time been monitoring deposits at Ziindel's
Stuttgart bank account. In one night, thousands of homes of Ziindel
supporters were raided, and Samisdat literature was seized. His longtime correspondent, Thies Christophersen, fled across the border to
Belgium, where he was promptly kidnapped and handed back to West
German police. In a separate sweep, Christophersen's lawyer, Manfred
Roeder, was arrested, tried, and sentenced to jail for allegedly "bombing Vietnamese refugee centers." Then in January 1983, the West German government refused to renew Ziindel's passport—a vital document for his international speaking tours. Luckily, Ziindel was able to
engage the services of a dynamic, sophisticated Hamburg lawyer,
Jiirgen Rieger.
.
Rieger was no stranger to controversy himself In 1981 he was re- i :
presenting an accused "Nazi war criminal" Arpad Wigand, against accusations that Wigand had established the Warsaw Ghetto in order to
oppress and persecute Jews. In defense submissions it was pointed out
that, according to the documentary proof in the archives, the ghetto
was established for public health reasons, and not as a political policy. •
Rieger's submissions unleashed an uproar throughout West Germany.
He was officially charged with "insulting the memory of the dead" and,
after a courtroom riot, was fined $3260 .for having defended his client
too vigorously.
It was this same tenacity which enabled Rieger to pursue the
Ziindel passport case through every court in West Germany. Every
time Rieger would win a I'uling in Ziindel's favor, the government'
would appeal to the next higher court. Not one court was impressed
with the government's feeble argument that a passport for Ziindel was'
"not in the interests of the West German state," Eventually, in late
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1987, Ihc government had exhausted all its appeals, and Ziindel's
passport was restored by the Toronto consulate; 4 1/2 years after it had
been arbitrarily and illegally withdrawn.
Impressed by the world-wide interest in Holocaust Revisionism —
especially the success of my invention, the Institute for Historical
Review-Ziindel decided to focus his campaigns on this Big Daddy of
anti-German defamations. He had been impressed by an early British
pamphlet entitled Did Six Million Really Die? written by one "Richard
Harwood" and pubhshed by Historical Review Press of Brighton, Sussex,
It may be useful to diverge here to explain to American readers
some of the labyrinthine workings of the British Revisionist scene. Just
like "Christof Friedrich," the name "Richard Harwood" was a house
710/71 de plume, of Historical Review Press. The sequel to D6MRD1 entitled Nuremberg & Other War Crimes Trials; A New Look was actually
written by a different "Richard Harwood" altogether. The first booklet
was authored by Richard Verrall, and the second study was written by
myself.
• In some respects, Verrall and I had much in common. We were
both the same age (born 1951) and had both studied at the University
of London—albeit at different campuses—during the same period
(1970-74). We were both actively involved in National Front politics: 1
was employed full-time at N F head-office from late 1974 until the end
of 1975, when almost the entire staff was fired in an internal coup
d'etat engineered by reactionary elements. Verrall took my job, and I
went on the dole, while I tried to get a new, progressive organization
off the ground, the National Party. Despite some initial success—including the unprecedented election of two candidates to a city council—the National Party collapsed within two years, and the National
Front thrived as never before—or since. After a succession of unhappy
incidents, including my expulsion from various ecology groups, the terrnination of my proposed career in journalism (through action by
employers and unions alike), and a miserable divorce, I set my sights
dn pastures new, and emigrated to California on 1 October 1978.
3; Once I had established the Institute for Historical Review, I was
anxious to expand its international contacts, and so I attempted to
patch things up with my previous "rival" Richard Verrall, among
others. He agreed to join the Editorial Advisory Committee of the
Journal of Historical Review, and thus his name can be found on the isSues dated Spring, Summer, and Fall 1981. However, when I visited
with Verrall during a return trip: to London in August 1980, it was
clear that he was not happy with his career. Shortly afterwards he
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resigned from his employed position with the National Front, under a
cloud of suspicion thai several generous donations were unaccounted
for.
Out of the blue —but undoubtedly because of his precarious
economic situation-Verrall decided to sue the Historical Review
Press for "unpaid royalties" regarding D6MRD? (which he had
repeatedly denied authoring, to the media). The proprietors of Historical Review Press, the father-and-son team of Alan and Tony Hancock,
responded that D6MRD? had been written by V e r r a l l on an
honorarium basis, of £20 a week for sbc weeks, in August 1974, and
even then, his work had to be shaped by a further panel of four
people.
Verrall was no doubt influenced in his litigation by his ladyfriend,
Tessa Sempick, an attorney whom he had met when her law-firm was
representing the National Front on a commercial basis. After Verrall's
suit was dismissed by the courts, he and Sempick married, and he became her paralegal assistant, dropping out of politics and Revisionism
for ever.
Although D6MRD? was quite well written, it unfortunately perpetuated a number of serious errors carried over from earlier publications, such as the awful Myth of the Six Million, published by Willis
Carto's Noontide Press. The Myth was actually just a prototype, thinkpiece, authored by Dr. David Hoggan, whose Revisionist research was
marred by the interspersion of stupid, careless mistakes. The Myth had
been written during one of his less lucid moments; photocopies of the
manuscript were circulated to sympathetic colleagues for their comments, including one ms. sent to Dr Harry Elmer Barnes at Malibu,
C A . According to popular accounts, Willis Carto was paying his
respects at a wake for Barnes, who had just passed away, when he
spotted the fascinating ms. on Barnes' night-stand. A Noontide edition
authored by "Anonymous" was not long a-coming. However, within a
few months, Hoggan had filed suit against Carto for violation of his
copyright, and distribution was suspended for four years, until Hoggan
eventually lost interest in pursuing the matter. Hoggan and Carto have
since patched things up so well that Hoggan was a guest speaker at an
IHR Convention in February 1985, at Disneyland.
Although Verrall was misled by many of the flagrant errors in
Myth, and transposed them into D6MRD?, there were soon other
scholars who were more critical. During one of his annual trips to the
United States, HRP's Tony Hancock was introduced by Dr. Revilo
Oliver to a Dr. Arthur Butz of Northwestern University in Chicago.
Butz had written —completely independently—a magnificent demoll9

lion of the entire Holocaust legend, entitled 77ie Hoax of the Twcnliclh
Ccntuiy.
Since Butz lacked a publisher, and was completely isolated from
the A m e r i c a n "right wing," he readily agreed to have the Hoax
published by Historical Review Press in England; and contracts were
soon drawn up and exchanged, The Hancocks were so confident of the
book's success that they invested heavily in its typesetting, printing, and
bi,ndlng. Ironically, it was Richard V e r r a l l - a n art historian by traini n g - w h o designed the original cover, depicting a swastika entangled
with a Star of David (however the concept was actually pitched to him
by other "friends of the firm").
The first H R P edition, of Hoax came out in 1976, using a maildrop at a farm i n Southam, Warwickshire, which was owned by a longtime friend of the Hancocks, Robin Beauclaire; the same man who
owned the rooming-house in Richmond, Surrey, which had earlier
served as a mail-drop for the publication and distribution otDdMKD?
Eventually, the Hancocks became fed up with the inevitable mail-forwarding delays from the mail-drops, and ended up "repatriating" their
corporate address to one of their own apartment buildings in Brighton.
In any case, street addresses cannot be concealed from the dedicated enemy for ever. In 1980, H R P ' s "secret" printing facility just outside Brighton suffered an arson attack, causing £60,000 worth of
damage. Four years later, on the night of 3-4 July 1984 to be exact, the
I H R ' s "secret" warehouse at Torrance, C A , suffered a similar arson,
in this case causing $400,000 in fire damage. The British arsonists were
arrested—thanks to good luck rather than police-work-and a 2 1/2
year jail sentence was handed down. The Torrance assailants have
never been caught; it is possible that they may have been Israeli
professionals, since a napalm-like propellant was discovered to have
been used la, spreading the holocaust.
Like D6MRD?, the Hoax was also an immediate international success. Carto's Noontide Press was importing hundreds by mail. (Due to
U.S. printer-protection l a w s - abandoned only in 1 9 8 8 - i t was next to
impossible to import books written by an American author from a
foreign printer by bulk freight.)
Within a year, Carto had negotiated a contract with Butz and
H R P whereby Noontide would publish a U . S . edition of the Hoax.
N a t u r a l l y , C a r t o d i d not a p p r e c i a t e B u t z ' s survey of earlier
Revisionism, which appeared on page 12, where he condemned the
Myth 3S "terrible." Carto unilaterally ordered the offending paragraph
to be modified in the first Noontide edition, pubhshed in M a y 1977.
Butz protested vehemently, and eventually a compromise text was
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agreed upon. However, successive British editions have continued to
include the original Butz text.
While Butz's work is completely original (with the exception of
Carto's paragraph on page 12), Verrall's pamphlet was almost entirely
plagiarism from Hoggan and Rassinier. H e was simply handed a
cardboard box of materials marked "Holocaust" and told to "Write
this!" It was not surprising that Verrall transposed many of the earlier
errors; Rassinier was working totally alone and without resources—he
was even banned from entering West Germany; and Hoggan was i n
and out of the twUight zone. What is more disturbing is that Verrall's
only origuial research—his material on the International R e d Cross
R e p o r t - w a s seriously flawed also. Somehow, he managed to
misunderstand entire paragraphs of the fundamentally-important
I C R C Report; an error which would have serious consequences a
decade and a continent away...
However, Ernst Ziindel was not the fu-st person to get i n trouble
over D6MRD? The French distributor, schoolteacher Frangois Duprat,
was murdered i n a car-bomb attack; his wife was also seriously injured.
Then, i n 1976, the South African Jewish Board of Deputies applied to
the PubUcations Control Board to have D6MRD? banned from the
repubhc. The local distributor, S.E.D. Brown put up a brave fight, but
shortage of funds and his advanced age prevented hun from pursuing
an effective appeal. T o celebrate their brazen and successful censorship, the "people of the book" then published their "case" against
D6MRD? i n book form, somewhat imimaginatively entitled: Six Million
Did Die, which is now i n its second edition. Only a.couple of the
Deputies' criticisms were legitimate; most of the book consisted of
Court Historians and politicians denouncing it on a completely ad
homirtem basis. Particularly amusing was the testimony of "Expert"
Professor H u g h Trevor-Roper, who shortly afterwards completely discredited hunself i n the "Hitler Diaries" fraud. Six Million Did Die even
included claims which have long ago been abandoned by more sophisticated Exterminationists, such as the allegation of a gas-chamber at
Dachau ( p p l l 7 , 122, 127). The illustrations are also mislabeled: on
p l l 4 Buchenwald is labeled "Belsen" and on p84 German children
slain by the Soviets (at Nemmersdorf, 20 Oct 44) are presented as
Jews! Despite these serious errors, the Jews' book was eagerly used as
a resource by the Zundel prosecutors i n Toronto.
Despite the few errors in D6MRD?—which were gradually being
cleaned up, as each new edition was prepared—it remained one of the
most concise and most persuasive pieces of Revisionist material. There
are countless numbers of hard-core Revisionists today—including this
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author—who were first "converted" by this modest booklet. After he
returned to Toronto from my first IHR Convention ia September 1979,
Ernst ZiJndel was more gung-ho than ever about Holocaust
Revisionism, as an antidotq to anti-German defamation. By January, he
had reprinted 2000 copies of D6MKD? with some additional introductory material of his own, and mailed them out to politicians, clergymen, teachers, and the media.
Afterwards, he wrote to Historical Review Press (letter dated 25
Jan 80 #1484) apologizing for his haste in going ahead with the project
without thpir express permission, but explaining that the Thought
Police were already breathing down his neck, so any delay could be
fatal. H e also offered to pay H R P any reasonable copyright fees. Alan
Hancock wrote back under the pen name of " M McLaren" (letter
dated 5 Feb 80) emphasizing that H R P disapproved of bootleg editions, since H R P needed to pay "author's royalties" [!!!] but that they
would be happy to accept 5c per copy. Ziindel sent off his $100 check
on 27 Mar 80, with a cover letter describing the immediate impact of
the D6MKD? mass-maihng. He observed that the "heat" seemed to be
off for the time being, with the collapse of a "hate lit" charge in the
Ontario courts, and the dismissal of the Attorney General on charges
o l corruption. However, as we shall see, this appears to have been the
lull before the storm...
To be continued in next month's issue.

PROBLEMATIC
TERMINOLOGY
by
CliarUs E. Weber, Ph.D.
When words are used pertaining to controversial aspects of history
and politics we are often confronted with a multiphcity of terminology,
depending on the points of view of those who use the words. A striking
example in mihtary parlance are the terms withdrawal and retreat, the
former of which is applied to friendly forces and the latter of which is
applied to hostile forces. The word withdrawal is a kind of euphemism,
a word with a less harsh effect. Even more distinctly euphemistic is
such a phrase as straightening of the front, used when territory is
yielded to the enemy. In the later phases of World War 11 the corresponding phrase, Frontbegradigung, was frequently encountered in
German official communiques. Euphemisms are commonly used in
coimection with death, social station, excretory functions, sexual activities, and disease.
Pejorative expressions, on the other hand, insult or beUttle the
persons or things designated. The shortening of a word often has a
pejorative force, e.g., Jap for Japanese, Commie for Communist. Germans sometimes call Americans Amis, not exactly a flattering term as
it is usually appUed, although it has been pointed out that the word
comcides with the French word for "friend." During wars, pejoratives
are often used to designate foes. Jlun and Kraut are pejorative words
which have been used to designate Germans by English-speaking persons. A French pejorative for "German" is Boche, use of which has
been traced back into the nineteenth century. Pejoratives for specific
races are common. Pejorative designations for "Jew" are, e.g., Sake,
Yid and Sheeny. In the t][nited States Negroes are designated by such
pejorative words as Nigger and Coon. The term Afro-American has
often been used by Negroes themselves and is certainly not pejorative.
It is, m fact, particularly accurate in view of the fact that, as a group,
Negroes in the United States have a notable admixture of Anglo-Saxon
genes. Darky is, at the most, only mUdly pejorative, if at all pejorative.
Blacks is a currently fashionable term to designate Afro-Americans
Liberty Bell/April 1988
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and has a pecuharly euphemistic effect, since the word impHes that
Negroes differ from other races in the United States essentially only by
the color of their skins.
During a war specific military, social and economic circumstances
often give rise to new words, some of which evolve into acronyms.
American-English examples are WAC and Jeep (from General Purpose
Car). Examples of German acronyms are Flak (from Flicgzeugabwehrkanone = antiaircraft gun), Stuka (from Sturzkampfflugzeug) =
dive combat airplane, usually simply expressed in English as "dive
bomber") and Jabo (from Jagdbombe/ = pursuit bomber). In present
colloquial American usage flak is often used as a designation of any interfering factor, thus far removed from its original meaning.
A number of terms arose which specifically pertamed to National
Socialism, e.g., alter KUmpfer (= "old combatant," a member of the
National Socialist Party who joined before 1933), Gauleiter, Rassenschande (miscegenation), Volksempfanger (a simple, inexpensive
radio receiver) and Volkswagen, the design of which is reputed to have
been sketched by Hitler himself. After 1938 Austria was designated as
the Ostniark. "Denazification," prosecution of former members of the
National Sociahst Party by the AJhed [occupation] authorities and their
[German, home-grown] collaborators, produced the ironic termPersilschein, a letter attestmg to good behavior on the part of a National
Sociahst Party member before 1945. "Persil" is the trade name of a
commonly used detergent and thus the Persilschein "laundered" the
reputation of the former National Socialist. Party members were frequently referred to as Parteigenossen, sometimes abbreviated simply as
Pg. A rather extensive hst of words that entered the German
vocabulary during the First World War and during the National
Sociahst period is given in the etymological dictionary by Ernst Wasserzieher, Woher?, 1952 edition, pp, 95-96,
Let us now turn to a more detailed examination of words which
are of particular importance in the history of the Second World War
(including its origin and results), words which require special attention
with regard to their use and semantic aspects.
Anti-Semitism is actually a misnomer, because an "anti-Semite"
would also be hostile toward Arabs, who are Semites as much as, or
more than, Jews, who have absorbed some amounts of non-Semitic
genes during the centuries of living in the Diaspora. A far more accurate term is "hostihty toward Jews."
Aryutt is often assumed to have been an essentially National
Socialist term, but this is by no means the case. The term even occurs
m the text of the film. Birth of a Nation (1915). The word has an interS6
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esting etymology which I have discussed In some detail in the June
1984 issue of the. Liberty Bell. Iran and/re/and are beUeved, to contain
the same root that is present in Aryan. Those,\vho would oppress
Aryans do not like the word.
Bundesrepublik Deiitschland is the name of the State which was
formed from the American, British and French zones of occupation in
1949. Westdeutschldhd\&dit&tm often used for this state, but a play on
the term is sometimes' encountered, Restdeutschland ("Remnant
Germany"), with a bitter reference to the huge territorial losses after
1945. The Bundesrepublik, in fact, has about one-half the territory of
the Germany of 1937. Bund means "confederation." Compare the
EngUsh words bind and frond.
Captive Nations are those which were forced to become parts of
the Soviet empire, either as members of the Warsaw Pact or as Soviet
repubUcs, notably Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in the latter case.
Captive Nations Day was oiice officially commemorated by the government of the United States with some real meaning and moral force.
Deutsche Demokratische Republikh the official name of the semiautonomous state which was formed in 1949 from the Soviet zone of
occupation. It is now one of the members of the Warsaw Pact, somewhat pejoratively known as the "Eastern Block," a term frowned on by
its Soviet rulers. Although the D D R is also commonly called "Eastern
Germany," German nationahsts prefer the term Mitteldeutschland
("Central Germany") because they regard as unjust or even impermanent the loss of the easternmost parts of Germany, such as East
Prussia and SilBsia.
Deutschdsterreich ("German Austria") was the official name of the
first Austrian Republik durmg its earliest years (1918 ff.). It was dis-;
continued as a result of Alhed pressure. See Bulletin No. 6.
Deutsches Reich was still used as the official designation of Germany even during the time of the Weimar RepubUc. Its use was continued after 1933. The word Reich is an ancient word also present in
other Germanic languages in such cognate forms as Rik in the Scandinavian languages. The Germanic word, however, in turn has cognates
in other Indo-European languages such as Latin rex, of which the genitive form is regjis, and Sanskrit raja. The German word Reich is sometimes used in the sense "empure," thus with a meaning close to its
Indo-European cognates, even if that meaning was no longer present
in the official designation of Germany after 1918. Many compounds of
Reich existed before 1945, such as Reichsbahn (the govenunent railway
system), Reichspost and Reichsmark, the monetary unit replacfcd in
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19'48. the term Grossdeutsches Reich appeared on German postage
stamps as eat% as 1943 alid as late as SO A p r i l 1945.
, cFojcw/Ti:, Italian/ojcwmo, was derived from 'Latm fasces, the symfbol'of bom»d*ods with an axe used to honor high-ranking Roman offi'dials. Soviet mage frequently employs this term as a substitute for N a tional Sociahsm since it is felt to be a misappropriation of the word
Sofclahst. Hfilerite is also sotaetimes used by Commxmists. B e it noted
ithat fasces Nvfere on the reverse of the American dime struck from 1916
'to © 4 5 .
Mstorikers'treit ("quarrel of the historians") is a term which has
taken on a rather specific meaning during the past year or so i n Germany. The Hfstorikerstreit is supposed to have started with an article i n
the Sf^Tank/Urter AUgemeine Zeitung i n June 1986, written by the historian Eriist Nolte, who cofitented that (alleged) German war crimes
were i n fact a logical reaction to the brutality of Soviet threats abd actions. ("Was not the Giilag more original than Aiischwitz?") There
were widespread reaetiOns for and against this thesis which have
generated many pubUcations and even popular debates. The journal,
German Politics and Society, published by the Center for European
Studies at Harvard University, devoted its February 1988 issue to the
Histofikefstreit, naturally witii a strong anti-German bias, hardly
astonishing i n view of the names of the editors of the journal, Feldman,
Goldmanj and Markovits.
HolocUa'St is a term, attually of Greek origin, made especially well
known by the Zionist propaganda film of that name nearly a decade
ago. T h e Gireek word originally referred to a wholly burnt offering.
The "victiais of the 'fire bombing of Dresden, fbr exattple, Would fair
more appropriately be desigiiatecl as \ictims of a holocaust. Hdiocausi
is now Usually Used 'to iniply an attenipt t& kill all of the Jews h\ing i n
those parts of E"ur6pe tinder German control during the Second W o r l d
War. If such an attempt were ever made, however, it was a dismal
failuire ia view of the large numbers of Jews still present i n Europe
after the war. (See BuIleBn f^o. 9) A neutral equivalent of Holocaust
would be "Estemunatioa Thesis," a term frequently Used, for example,
by Wilhehn St^glich i n his Der AuSChwiti Mythos (1979). Those who
advocate the Externunation Thesis i n its extreme form are sometimes
called IntendondliSts since they claim a fcen|rally directed intentioia.
Those who eoiitend that JeWs Were killed as a result of actual local circumstances atising dtmng the war are called Functionalists by some
historians. (See Bulletin No. P.)
Nasi is Used both as an adjective and as a noxm i n English-speaking countries. A s a shortened form it has a tendency to be pejorative
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as a substitute for National Socialist. The full, official name of the N a tional Socialist Party was Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei, usually officially abbreviated as N S D A P . The word Nazi, pejorative
or not, is commonly misused. German soldiers durmg the Second
W o r l d War, for example, were only sometimes members of the
N S D A P , but are frequently called "Nazi soldiers." After the AlUed
victory the N S D A P was dissolved and for that reason there were no
longer any "Nazis" i n the proper sense of the word. People alleged to
be adherents of National Socialist doctrines are now frequently called
"Neo-Nazis," although this term is also frequently and maUciously
misused. I n many instances a person who simply loves and wishes to
defend his race or nation is called a "Neo-Nazi," a propaganda word
dear to those components of the media controlled by Jews and their
lackeys.
Polish Corridor refers to a broad strip of land awarded to Poland
after 1918, thus giving the new Pohsh state an access to the Baltic Sea.
The Corridor, which was largely inhabited by Germans and which cut
Germany in two, was the immediate, if not long-range, cause of the
Second W o r l d War.
Polish Jew. Is this term not really contradictio in adjectol Is a Jew
ever a member of his host nation i n a true ethnic sense, especially i n
view of the traditional Jewish ethnocentrism and hostiUty toward Jews'
host populations, as expressed even in Isaiah X I X , 2 and many other
Jewish scriptures? A realistic, accurate term might be "a Jew living in
Poland" or the Uke.
Schutzstaffel, commonly abbreviated SS, was the paramilitary organization founded i n 1925 to protect Hitler. The organization, headed
by Heinrich Himmler, grew to a membership of hundreds of thousands
by 1939. During the war a greatly expanded SS was designated, in part,
as the Waffen-SS, the units of which were committed for general
military tasks. Its members were largely non-German volunteers, some
of whom distinguished themselves for great bravery and outstanding
military deeds on the eastern front, such as the Belgian L6on Degrelle.
Officially, the SS was often indicated by two "s" characters from the
Runic alphabet ( ), a symbol even included on miUtary typewriters.
The SS had its own designations of rank. F r o m highest to lowest, SS
officers were designated as Reichsfllhrer-SS, Oberstgruppenfilhrer,
Obergnippenfilhrer,
Gruppenfilhrer,
Brigadefiihrer,
Oberfilhrer,
Standartenfilhrer,
Obersturtnbannfilhrer,
Sturmbannfilhrer,
Hauptsturtnfilhrer, Obersturmfilhrer, Untersturmfiihrer, corresponding to
German army designations of Generalfeldmarschall on down to Leutnant. M u c h confusion came about i n connection with President
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Reagan's visit to the Bitburg military cemetery, where some members
of the "Waffen-SS were buried. Overwrought Jewish journalists tried to
make out that these soldiers had been concentration camp guards and
the hke.
Totaler Krieg ("total war") was proclaimed by German leaders
when it became obvious that there was a serious genocidal threat to
the German ftation from the Allies. On 18 February 1943, Dr. Joseph
Goebbels gave a speech [available on audio cassette in its original German ($8. + .60 for postage) from Liberty Bell PubUcatioris], "WoUt
Ihr den totalen Krieg?" (Do you want total war?), in which he exhorted the nation to expend every bit of its energy in defending itself. I
recall seeing the words, "Nur ein siegreicher Friede kann diesen
S6haden beheben" (Only a victorious peace can overcome this
damage.) painted on a bombed house, and "AUe Rader miissen rollen
fiir den Sieg" (All wheels must roll for victory.) painted on locomotives. Stickers with the words, "Totaler Krieg / kiirzester Krieg" (Total
war, shortest war.) were ubiquitous.
Volksdeutscher was a term used to designate "ethnic Germans"
hving outside of Germany. MilUons of them lived in Czechoslovakia
and Poland. Note the forms with and without definite articles: der
Voiksdeutsch^ (singular),
Volksdeutsche (plural)
and die
Volksdeutschen (plural).
Vefgdngeiiheitsbeivdltigung is a term frequently used in the presentday Bundesrepublik. tt designates deaUng with or overcoming the past,
that is, generally the National Sociahst past. A bitter play on this word
is bccasicSiially encountered from Germans who are cynical about A l lied reedticatioiQ, VergangenheitsVergewaHigimgf that is, a "raping of the
past," a prdpagandistic falsification of history.
•
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OUR Y E A R FOR
VICTORY?
by
The Nordic Press
"88!"-It's here at last. A l l of the 'Nazis,' 'neo-Nazis' (what ever
they might be), all the closet Fascists (National Socialism is not a form
of Fascism), all the young and daring who greet each other with a
breathless "Eighty-Eight!," can now say, "Well, the year, at least, is
here." How are you going to handle it? Will 1988 be our year of Victory?
You aU probably know the eighth letter of our alphabet is the let-'
ter " H . " Thus "88!" became the "secret" code for Heil Hider. It was
the greeting used by the closet crew who just could not bring themselves to say the real thing out loud. "Heil" is a German word which can
conjure up all sorts of meanings, from salvation through well being,
and the simple greeting of "haU." It was, of course, used with Adolf
Hitler's name as a form of greeting and as a demonstration of respect
during the National Socialist era in Germany, and since, by Hitler's followers.
The "88!" greeting would have been unknown in Hitler's days, and
those engaged in combat during World War II would have mistaken
the term for the devastating artillery pieces of that caliber used by the
German forces.
The important thing though is, what are Y O U doing now that "88"
is here? It is not the writer's battle, nor the publisher's battle, nor the
"Nazi" whom you know and who lives down the street; they are already in the battle. If you are an Aryan, an Aryan Warrior, intent on
saving your race and your'folk, then it is Y O U R battle. What are you
doing? Do you still patronize the non-Aryan merchant, or the nonAryan professional when you require such services? Do you associate
with other than Aryans? How much time is spent in your home mesmerized in front of the television set, that great purveyor of anti-Aryan
propaganda, or listening to African jungle music? How many non-
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Aryan children are playmates of your Aryan child, the child who must
be tomorrow's Aryan Warrior?
How, Aryan Warrior, are you carrying the battle to the enemy?
We have two great weapons, and they are the ones most feared by our
blood enemies, the Jews. Pirst is the economic boycott; Aryan Warriors do not patronize Jews. The boycott was the first weapon used
against Hitler by world Jewry when they declared unconditional and
continuing war against the Germans in 1933. You see, the Germans
manifested a genetic aberration which made them desire to control
their own destiny, the use of their land, the output of their nation's industries, and the monetary means by which their surplus goods were
traded overseas. A l l of these being the most heinous of crimes in the
eyes of the international Jewish monetary manipulators, so they
declared a world-wide boycott against all things German and the Germans'have been paying for that ever since!
As of this moment, there is no Z O G law which makes it illegal for
Aryans to patronize only Aryans. Aryan Warriors know this. Aryan
whimps, however, are genetically defective and will never know, understand, nor act; so, they are to be abandoned to their fate.
Our second weapon, and again Z O G has not yet outlawed it, is
our right to associate exclusively with those of our own Folk. Aryan
Warriors associate with Aryan Warriors. Aryan Warriors marry Aryan
Warriors and thus insure the survival of om- noble race. Aryan Warriors teach their children the values of our race—honor, loyalty,
bravery, and personal integrity—values unknown to our blood enemies.
Aryan Warriors do not accept less of then- associates and loved ones
than they demand of themselves. Aryan Warriors offer the hand of
support, love, and comradeship to other Aryan Warriors.
Those who have taken up the torch, thus lighting for other Aryans
the path to victory, know it is not an easy task. They quickly learn that
all who are "white" are not Aryans and, unfortunately, all Aryans are
net Aryan Warriors.
Adolf Hitler estimated the proper size for the National Socialist
German Workers Party, the NSDAP, was about ten percent of the
total population. That, he felt, was about the number of Aryan Warriors within the German population. Within that ten percent, another
ten percent was set aside, the true elite of the Aryan population, the
"Schutzstaffel" or SS, which had grown from a devoted group within
Hider's personal staff sworn to protect their leader with their lives.
Today we hear only evil about the SS, for they, above all others, carried the battle to our racial enemies. Had victory been Hitler's, the SS
would, today, be hailed as the saviors of our Aryan Folk and as the arU2
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chitects of ai imited Europe. Their memory, and their motto, given by
Hitler, "Meine Ehre heist Treue!," is ours to keep alive. The honor
and purpose of the SS must Uve through us.
Each of us must keep aUve the yearning for a racial homeland,
and, in the present, for a racial community in our occupied nations and
a racial awareness within each Aryan. We must Uve each day for the
honor of our Folk, for the memory of our greatest Aryan Leader,
Adolf Hitler, and we must prepare the way for another to come who
will fulfil the destiny of our Aryan Folk and cast from their shoulders
and from their minds the chains forged by the Jew who would destroy
us. No one can carry that burden for the Aryan, nor for you; no other
Aryan can step into the front lines in your place; you must do it for
yourself. This is the year! Now, lets see if you have the courage and the
will to victory needed to live for "Blood and Soil" and to carry the Sun
Wheel, our Swastika, to victory.
. . . Tnay reason be our guide and wlU-power our strength. And may the sacred duty of
directing our conduct as I have pointed out give us perse^'erance and tenacity; and may
our faith be our supreme protection.
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kwnpf
Northern Press Note: To each of you, my Aryan brothers and sisters, Sicg Heil! May
the New Year be one of fulfillment for our race, for the realization of our dreams for
the future, and one of solace for our martyrs in ZOG's prisons, and triumph for those
entangled in ZOG's courts.

*****

AIDS EFFORTS MISDIRECTED
Most have been following the efforts of school and health officials
to introduce young students to the use of condoms and gild this phase
of sex education as a means of AIDS prevention—and it well could be.
StUl, we must keep in perspective the incidents of AIDS in children
and teenagers.
As the Center for Disease Control, a U.S. governmental agency
which has tracked the AIDS epidemic since 1979, closed out then
statistics for 1987, they hsted 104 children between the ages of 5 and
13 with AIDS, for .2 of 1 percent of the total AIDS population; 203 between 13 and 19 with the disease for .4 of 1 percent of the total. It
seems a bit absurd to focus our efforts on 307 of the 49,743 known victims of the disease—unless, of course, there are other goals.
No mention is made by school of health officials of concentrating
their efforts on the identification and isolation of those who carry the
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deadly virus nor any plan to separate them from the healthy, uninfected population. AIDS is spread by the degenerates of our population, queers, and intravenous drug users. Queers through the favorite
practice of the sodomites, anal intercourse, and the drug users by jabbing needles already contaminated with the AIDS virus into their
veins. Now if we want to instruct the young of the world about AIDS,
then tell them how the degenerates have brought it into our midst
through their disgusting practices.
Condoms, of course, have no effect when one injects drugs into
ones veins. They may be of use for the sodomites, but indications are
the condom often tears during use, thus giving no protection. To push
for some massive "educational campaign" amongst our school children
and teenagers for condom use is not going to solve the AIDS
epidemic. It may encourage those who need Uttle encouragement to
give sex a whirl; now they know how to prevent pregnancy, which is the
major fear of those in their teens, not AIDS.
The entire AIDS educational thrust is away from identifying the
moral aspect of the causes of AIDS. It is another example of the
Liberal-Jew-Communist Weltanschauung which is at variance with
natural law. Nature, not over-sexed depravity, made teenagers sexually
active. Nature is selecting the population most able to bear and care
for the young. The thrust of today's educational philosophy is that the
object of the male's attention makes little difference whether it is a girl
or the friendly sodomite. Tied to this is the incessant stream of miscegenation propaganda from those who strive to destroy the Aryan. A l l
sexual practices are not equal and a thin sheath of rubber does not
sanctify the disgusting practices of the sodomites. Our young men and
women must be given the straight forward facts about the friendly
sodomite and junkie who are the harbingers of death. We should also
insist the young be taught the natural cycles of human sexual development and not shock them with scare tactics. Surprisingly, most young
adults will behave in a responsible manner concerning their bodies
once they have the necessary knowledge. For those of you who have
had the good fortune to associate with teenagers, you as well as they
know they are attracted to those of the opposite sex, not their own.
Our young Aryans are our only hope for our racial future; we neglect
their education at the peril of our race.
Fortunately, too, our Aryan children are not the most susceptible
to the use of drugs. Certainly this horror is upon us, but the majority of
the drug users are in that portion of our population represented by the
mud races. We increase the number of drug users as we drop our immigration barriers to this flood of unproductive degenerates. For those
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who harbor some feeling of compassion for this flow of human garbage, look at the cultural levels of the lands they come from. If these
people were such desirable additions to our nation, wouldn't it be fair
to expect the land whence they came to reflect some degree of civihzation compatible with that created on these shores by our NorthernEuropean ancestors? If you look for such compatibility, you look in
vain, for they are not capable of a higher culture than the squalor into
which they were born and which now is infecting every section of
North America where they have been admitted. The majority of the TV
drug users with AIDS are in the Jew capitol of the world—New York
City, but the numbers in the Los Angeles area mcrease at a rapid rate.
Each Aryan warrior who reads this must insure the school in
which the Aryan child is placed educates rather than propagandizes
those children. To do this, the Aryan Warriors are today's involved
parents. They are in the Parent-Teachers Associations, they are members of their local school boards, and they are active in city, county,
and state governments. They are the front line troops who are waging
the batde against the Jew and the Jew's iafluence on Aryan values. •
Remember Adolf Hitler? His National Sociahst government was dedicated to returning the German culture to the German people. The
arts, hterature, the movies of Germany of the 1920s and early 30s were
dominated by the scum values of the Jew. We see this corruption all
too clearly today in our Aryan nations, and, like Hitler and his followers, we are going to eliminate that influence and return our Aryan
values as the guiding hght of our racial and national progress.
Look at Israel, the great 20th century creation of the Jewish soul,
it is a land of death and slavery, cruelty, and corruption, with the
Arabs as the menials who exist only to serve their Jew masters. It is the
epitome of the world which the Jew is creating for the Aryan. Aryans
must reject the influence of the Jew in our hves. The Jew must be
denied access to our Aryan home and thought. Boycott the Jew, shun
his business as well as his person. Our Aryan Warriors have opened
the fight, keeping the AIDS epidemic in proper perspective is but one
weapon they employ. It is the violation of natural law which brought
AIDS to our shores, it will be an adherence to natural law which ends
the scourge.
'
•
Let me explain: Man must not fall into the error of thinking that he was e\'er meant to become lord and master of Nature. A lopsided education has helped to encourage that illusion. Man must realize that afiindamentallaw of necessity reigns throughout the whole
realm of Nature and that his existence is subject to the law of eternal struggle and strife.
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Landsmann:
I write you with a full heart hoping that you will see fit to pubhsh
what I am about to say. Mr. Harold Covington, in his Tlie March Up
Country, wrote what I consider an immortal line and one which should
be burned into the minds of all Americans:
"Of course the news media lie! that is what they are for!" Well,
that is not what they started out as but that is what they are now, under
Jewish control. There was never a better example of this then Tet,
1968.
Twenty years ago today [1/31/68], at 9 pm, I and eight other soldiers of the 82nd Airborne Division were laying by a trail near the
town of Song Be near Phouc Binh in South Vietnam. A t 9 o'clock
some 800 men of an N V A battalion came down that trail. We killed 13
of them including all their commanders and then escaped by fast running. That same night, about midnight, our 4-man bunker was attacked
by a platoon of 30 Cong. We repulsed the attack kilUng 12 of them
with no loss on our side. Next morning I went with 2nd platoon armored vehicles back to the ambush site were we recovered all the
weapons and equipment of the dead enemy soldiers, including their
top secret attack plans which their commander was carrying. Second
platoon then got into a fight with an N V A company sent to recover
those papers and killed 21 of them for a loss of 2 Americans slightly
wounded. That afternoon the South Vietnamese troops discovered the
rest of the enemy battahon in a narrow valley nearby. They lost 2 killed
and 3 wounded. Our company came up in support and, with the aid of
air and artillery support, killed 199 of them with no loss to ourselves.
That is how the Tet Offensive went in our area.
Two weeks later the Cong made a regimental-scale attack on the
town of Phouc Binh. Astotmdingly, they used the same plans as the
ones we had captured! M y company was thus able to block their escape route. In the following battle we lost 3 men killed and 17
wounded and killed 242 of the enemy whose bodies were left afterward. In the months to come I traveled all over Vietnam. Everywhere I
went I asked for accounts of the fightmg. Everywhere it was the same.
The Communist troops made suicide attacks on us and were wiped
out. Never was there such a one-sided victory! I fought in many battles
after that. Always it was the same. We killed hundreds of them, we
would lose 2 or 3 men..
*
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Now imagine my feeUngs when I got back to the U.S. and found
out that the Tet Offensive was reported in the American media as a
defeat for the United States! From that day to this, there has been 20
years of iron clad media lying. I have never heard of another case
where a country won a victory which was deliberately reported to the
public as a defeat! Another he was that the "people" were on the
Communist side. In actuality the only popular support the Communists
got in the whole country was among some college students at Hue.
This is to be expected since they were being brainwashed by red
teachers from the U.S.! The real support for the Reds was in New
York and Washington where the Jews used the hes their media told
about the Tet Offensive to justify their long planned betrayal of the
Vietnamese people In 1975, when they cut off South Vietnam's fuel
and ammunition in the face of the North Vietnamese invasion.
The flip side of the lying media is their current cover-up of the
reUgious war the Afghan people are waging against the Communist invaders. The Mujahadeen news agency released its casualty figures for
1987. Communist losses were up 10.6% to 9,217 dead, of whom about
half were Soviets. Mujahadeen dead numbered 3,158. Civilian deaths
numbered 22,294! Civilian wounded numbered 24,671! The Communists in Afghanistan have the same sort of policy as the Jews in
Palestine toward civilians. In Vietnam we used to fire H & I fire into
the wastelands to interdict communist movement. The Reds in Afghanistan have another poUcy. Whenever there is a clash of any sort
with the nationalists, they deliberately shell and bomb neighboring
towns and villages to kill as many civihans as possible! Remember all
the Liberal pig squealing about how the U.S. was hitting "poor innocent civilians" In Vietnam. I guess the Liberal swine used up all
their morality on Vietnam because you don't hear a word out of them
now. In fact,' the media actively conspires to hide the truth of these
abominations from the American people. In fact, the Jew media slobbered at the feet of the Red butcher when Gorbachev came to
Washington to meet with the U.S. Jews.
The latest news is that a deal is in the works for the Russians to
declare a phony "withdrawal" from Afghanistan so that the U.S. can
have an excuse to cut off the Afghans' ammunition supply.
I hope you have space to print this because 20 years of JewLiberal lying sticks in my craw and I would like someone, at least the
few alive minds who read yoiu publication, to know the truth.
I would also like to warn you and your readers that the next stage
of the financial collapse wUl occur in the first quarter of 1988 and the
likely trigger will be a third oil hoax in the Middle East. I have reason
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to believe that Israel has supplied one or more neutron bombs to Iran
which it will use to break through the Iraqi front. This will lead to U.S.
intervention and closing of the Gulf to oil shipments. The war on
nuclear power you see raging world-wide has nothing to do with
"safety" but is designed to keep the world oil dependent. Nuclear
energy is the only practical alternative to oil which is why the Jew oil
monopoly hates it. Further, I have recently heard that the bulk of the
Arab oil funds are tied up in long term CDs at the banks. These CDs
have been transferred to holding companies along with the bad Third
World debt. When the debt bubble bursts, the banks plan is to steal
the Arabs deposits and use them to offset their loan losses. The Arabs
will then have to hquidate their U.S. stocks and bonds and real estate
to keep going. This will utterly destroy U.S. financial markets. Shortly
after this money will run out and revolution will break out in the Arab
oil states, giving Jewmerica and its "ally" Israel the excuse to seize and
occupy these lands to "keep order." This is what is in the works at this
time. Be warned.
Yours truly,
R.S., New York State
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz:
Enclosed you will find my second order. At this point, however, I
would Uke to personally thank you for the service you are performing
(and performing it quickly and rehably, also). Thanks to my father,
how deceased, I developed that elusive quality so rare these days, the
abihty to read, decipher, and think for myself. But without access to
organizations like yours, my research was basically limited to obtaining
material written by Jews and reading it backwards, so to speak. As a
matter of fact, I was only 98% convinced that the Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion were genuine until I read a book by a Jew
"proving" they were a forgery. Now I am 100% positive of their
authenticity. Happily, now I can obtain the "real McCoy" direct from
you. Many thanks. By the way, I also find Liberty Belt a wonderfully
stimulating Uttle magazine. In me, you've found a fan for life.
Respectfully,
H.K., New York State
*****

Dear George:
Hope all is well with you there. I've been getting along fairly "v^ell
here, which, I guess, is about all that can be expected.
Js
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Did you ever hear about the Catholic priest and the rabbi who
were good friends? Well, the rabbi bought a new car, so the priest
went to the rabbi's garage and sprinkled his car with holy water. The
next month the priest bought a new car. The rabbi went to the priest's
garage and cut one inch from the end of the car's tail pipe. —So much
for that... Enclosed check for an order and donation. Thanks.
E.K., Nevada
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz:
The February issue o£Liberty Bell was superb.
Enclosed is a small book order. Also enclosed is a small donation
toward your good work.
I appreciate what you are doing—a strong warrior indeed.
Sincerely,
Mrs. J.M., Washington
*****

Dear George;
My book Hitler At My Side arrived in fine shape; I've had it one
day now and half finished. Mr. Baur is an exceptional person, also the
master of the understatement! A fantastic book, especially if you work
in the world of aviation and know its roots...
Enclosed are $20, could you send me a couple copy of Did Six
Million Really Die? My copy is so beat up plus I'd like another copy to
loan or give out. I tell people about Ernst Zundel and they want to
know what this pamphlet is that got him in trouble. I always try to
obhge them by letting them read mine. Perhaps other people run into
this.
The extra $$ are a donation, of course.
Respectfully,
V.G., Michigan
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz,
Once again you sent nay order with speedy dispatch. Many thanks.
Your efficiency is heartening and gives me resolve in the bleak situation here in New York City. I'm trying to form a group to help me
spread the truth and am running into all sorts of difficulties. Oh, they'll
read the literature and chuckle knowingly at seeing what they feel in
their hearts finally in print. But that's it. Period, Oh well, no one said it
would be easy...
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Sincerely,
H.K., New York
*****

Dear Sir:
The current revolt in Palestine by unarmed children against combat troops with machine guns has given even the most complacent
Americans a small glimpse of the dark side of Israeli occupation.
Predictably, 38% of American Jews think that the Israeli atrocities are
about right, and 6% think they are too lenient (Tlie Economist, 6
February 1988). I suppose the 6% of American Jews like to see a little
more torture before their Israeli heros kill these children. To help
reinforce their opinion, the Jews put their money where that very big
mouth of theirs is. The United Jewish Appeal, which raises money for
this scum, has recently held special fund-raising drives called "SuperSundays" in several cities. In Miami on January 24th, 1000 volunteers
raised $2.6 million. This was 62% more than on Super-Sunday last
year. In Boston, those who gave last year gave 23% more this year. Of
course, the "Friends of Israel Defense Forces," which raise money for
brass knuckles, racks, and thumbscrews, has seen contributions rise by
20% compared to last year.
These tragic events and the American Jewish reactions have once
again proven the moral inferiority of this race of parasites. The Jews,
through their stupidity, have given us the best opportunity in over 50
years to demonstrate the evil nature of the Israeli empire to the
average American. This opportunity demands that the media reports
of the uprisings in Palestine be reinforced in the most graphic way possible.
Enclosed are three different versions of a leaflet, which can be
made available to distributors/pamphleteers at the grassroots level.
They can easily and inexpensively be reproduced with copy machines
or quick-printers. One version is strictly factual, one sarcastic, the third
uses Biblical quotes and symbols in order to appeal to the Christian
reUgious community. I recommend that they be sent to as many organizations and groups as possible, and distributed personally at rallies
for congressmen who are key supporters of Israel.
If there is a chance of television coverage, Palestinian or Arab
children in ketchup-soaked headbandages should pass out some of
these leaflets. Don't count on support from the mainline Arab organizations, but go directly through these groups to the young Arab
students.
50
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We will put these "scum for Israel" on the defensive, with increasing intensity as election day draws closer. Let's hit these congressmen
hard and often. Since they have no defense, let's watch them squirm.
Cordially,
A.G., Florida
*****

Dear George:
I thought you would like to have the enclosed poem I wrote in
connection with the Jimmy "I have sinned against you, my Lord"
Swaggart affair:
T H E SWAG
As I sat on my throne at the end of the hall,
I could watch the T V on the living room wall.
Jimmy, The Swag, with arms outstretched,
Made me want to stop what I was doing and wretch!!
There was the Swag, with tears on cue,
Begging forgiveness from God and you.
Come on now. Swag, clamp down on your bit,
We've had enough of your holy B U L L SHIT!!
Not the lower case "h", before the BS.
You're as valued as long-dead watercress.
So, before you shed another tear.
Pack up your bags and disappear!
Oh, by the way.
What are you giving up for Lent?
Please, don't tell us, let us Guess
Born Once-That's Enough!
*****

Dear Friend George:
Having read and re-read our March issue of Liberty Bell, itleaves
me feeHng like our Leader, Herr Hitler, is still with us.
We hear the word "super" so often, the only SUPER P E O P L E I
know are George P. Dietz, Dr. Revilo P. OUver, and Jim Taylor.
Month after month, such unknown facts are available to the subscnbers; thank the Lord for such authors, and George P. Dietz.
Enclosed, please find a small donation; enjoy a bottle with your
Most wonderf-ul family; good health to all.
The "Letters to the Editor" are exceptionally good, hard-hitting
comments. Our subscribers are surely blasting away.
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Most sincerely yours,
P. & B. C , Mass.
*****

Dear George: '
.
.
,
I wouldn't miss your wonderful publication for nothing. Jim Taylor
and Dr. Oliver are incomparable!
For the present I am unable to give you the assistance you
deserve-it will come later. Ziindel is first priority at the moment.
i am sure you understand. This opportunity in Canada demands
oMt best and heaviest support NOW. [Ernst Ziindel can be reached at
206 Garltoii Street, Toronto, ONT MSA 2L1, Canada.]
Sincerely and gratefully,
Mrs. K.N., CaUfornia
*****

Dear Sir,
I thought I was really a 'rare bird,' almost extinct...but it appears
there are maliy, and growing numbers of, Americans who can think
through the sewers of the EstabUshment...m the media, the cinema,
and the Cyclops (TV).
A n otder for books is enclosed.
Thanks and Tlianks,
B.C., California
*****

Deaf Mr. Dietz:
Approxiniately a month from now I will be in Austraha. My Argentine
experience has been a faUure. Now I can understand better why Germany could not win the war. ttavmg Latin allies (and that mcludes the
Rumanians, my own countrymen, too) mustn't have been of much
help.;,
Frofti now on,- please send my Liberty Bell to my AustraUan addressi
Yours truly,
G.S., Argentina

SO YOU STILL OPT FOR
CHRISTIANITY?
by
/. W. Travis
In recent years we have seen the emergence of an heretofore
taboo practice of not merely calling into question, but actual condemnation of orthodox rehgion. This healthy step forward has been in
evidence in various pubhcations, including Liberty Bell. By varying degree, criticism of the Jewish con-game called Christianity has exposed,
much as was the huff-and-puff Wizard of Oz, the reality of its antiAryan nature. Reaction has been as expected; most of those who have
had their instincts anesthetized by this manipulative drug have reacted
by springing to the defense of their sugar-pill; the relatively few who
still think for themselves, however, have welcomed the chain-cutting
words as vindication of long-suppressed thoughts of their own.
The racial nationalist, even though learned on the evils of Zionism,
and open-minded on any other subject, still tends to cling to "his"'
religion, and shies away jBrom informative thought if it is critical in the
least of his fairy-tale world of salvation and an eternal hereafter. But as
the constant pounding of the waves gradually erodes even the firmest
of rocks, more of our people are beginning to take that second look
and, thankfully, are havmg second thoughts about that albatross
draped around the neck of the Aryan.
This article is intended primarily for those who steadfastly cling to
the Jewish-created religion and it's so-called holy book; to those who
still perceive of the servile and defeated sign of this religion, the cross,
as a symbol of "victory." A little thought should bring one to the obvious conclusion that it was always the losers who found themselves
nailed to the tree, and that any creed that denigrates the strong and
beautiful and exalts the weak, the ugly, and the treacherous can in no
way be suited to the Aryan inner-self, or soul, if you please. Christianity can in no way be a thinking man's religion. Ben Klassen (and
others) have very capably and expUcidy delineated this truism.
Though crippled by centuries of ingesting the lethal words of the
Jew-book, the Aryan spirit still cries out, "This is not the answer!" Exhibited in our youth by their turning to other religions, or tangible
drugs, it is obvious to many that were this "Christianity" truly the
religion of our people, there would not be this lost and useless feeling,
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this virus, infecting so many today. Yet i n the face of all this cold, hard
reality we are S T I L L confronted by our brothers and sisters who won't
let go of their self-imposed darkness, and free their minds of the sixpointed shackles that are i n reality dooming all of us to a R E A L hell
on earth.
I know that words from a pagan, heathen, non-beUever, or
whatever else Christians call those of us who dare to think for ourselves, will not enlighten you. For that reason, I give you witness from one
of your very own as food for thought. A n d if you are knowledgeable
about how the Jew has perverted and destroyed (but orxly with the help
of you devout Christians) so much of our Aryan culture, and turned
much of what was once a proud and brave people into unthinking, servile cowards, maybe—just maybe—after reading this, you, too, will
have that enlightening second thought, and be on your way to spiritual
freedom.
There is a book i n circulation today i n various denominations and
rehgious circles titled "The Return." A n y Christian will probably
grasp unmediately the gist of the book from the author's introduction.
Written by one M i k e Evans and pubhshed by Thomas Nelson
Publishers i n 1986, it contams 232 pages of. .well, you judge for yourself.
If you are still buying the poison sold you by the salvation hucksters, from the local pulpit to the T V playboys, this may not mean a
tinker's damn to you. Then again, who knows? Though totally repugnant, the words of Evans (or is it Goldsteinl) are in some measure enlightening.
O n page 171, Chapter X , under "The Nazi Holocaust," you will
read:
If the Roman holocaust came after the fact, the Nazi murder
of six million Jewish men, women, and children-the greatest
single atrocity in the history of mankind-was Satan's biggest
play before the fact. The prophecies that had pointed to Jesus'
resurrection may have been laced in mystery, but the
prophecies that foretold the restoration of Israel were plain for
anyone to see. A s often happens, Satan overplayed his hand so
that the Nazi holocaust actuaUy served to help open the door for
the emergence of a Jewish state after World War 11. That does
not mitigate the cruelty, the incredible horror, or the enormity
of what happened across Europe between 1933 and 1945.
It was an event of such immeasurable moment that we are
compelled to search out its significance continually, never to be
satisfied that we have fathomed it. I have already pointed to it
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as a precursor to the refounding of Israel, never again to be
called by the hated name of Palestine, the name assigned by the
avenging Romans (evidently as a Latinate rendering of Philistia).
I believe that the meaning of the Holocaust extends beyond
its role in the establishment of the Israeli state. The Holocaust
stands by itself as a great signpost of the end of the age.
Because he knew after the Balfour Declaration of 1917 that his
days were extremely liinited, Satan found a unique servant in
Adolf Hitler. If any great head of state in modern history has
been demonized, it was he. Hitler relied heavily on astrologers
and fortune-tellers. His hatred of Christianity was almost as
deep as his hatred of Judaism. He understood, more clearly
than many German churchmen, the close affinity between
Judaism and Christianity. He knew that authentic Christianity
can never divorce itself from a sincere love for the Jewish
people and a deep gratitude to them for their special place in
God's plan. Thus Hitler revealed himself to be a willing tool of
Satan in attempting to thwart God's purpose.
D o you still believe you can be anti-Jew, anti-Zionist, and a devout
Christian? Well, read on:
Frederick the Great of Prussia (1712-1786) was known as
"the enlightened despot" because he worked hard to establish
efficient government for his people even though he was convinced they were incapable of governing themselves. He once
said, " M y people and I have come to an agreement which satisfies us both. They are to say what they please, and I am to do
what I please."
The title was also fitting because he liked philosophy and included Voltaire, the French writer and skeptic, among his
friends. Frederick admired Voltaire so much, in fact, that he
began to have doubts about his own faith. He was a staunch
Lutheran in the old Prussian tradition, and his doubts troubled
him a great deal.
One day, so the story goes, he was holding court with some
of his advisers. The existence of God came up as a topic of conversation, and finally Frederick spoke his heart. " I am tired of
these philosophical arguments. I would to God that someone
would show me some firm evidence that He exists."
A t this, one of his older advisers, a man who had kept silent
during the previous discussions, spoke up, but only briefly. He
said, "The Jew, your majesty."
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Pat Robertson or ol' Ronnie couldn't have said it better! Now, if
any of you who have read this are still not convinced that Christianity
is a formula for promoting the interests of the Jew at the expense of
the non-Jew, then you're too far gone; take your ball and run with it to
the grave. But any expounding on the proof that "God" exists that offers the Jew as that proof is indeed solid evidence of mental incapacitation. If anything, in your fairy-tale world, the Jew should be ample
evidence of the existence of your so-called Satan!
To those of you who may agree with me, even slightly, yet throw
up your hands and say, "O.K., but what would you substitute to fill the
void, if you're so bent on ehminating Christianity?" I say this: the
Aryan whose instincts are not totally destroyed does not have to ask.
Purity of the blood, honor, and living for the ennoblement of our
people comes naturally—to us pagans.
•

Please help us expose
T H E BIGGEST JEWISH LIE!
Please help us spread
THE TRUTH!
Order extra copies of
T H E H O A X OF T H E 20th
CENTURY
at these prices:
1/$7.00-3/$18.00-10/$55.00
100/$450.00-1000/$4,000.00

T H E " H O L O C A U S T " - F A C T O R FICTION?
Were six million Jews really gassed-or has a colossal hoax
been perpetrated on the world?
Professor Arthur Butz has carefully investigated the alleged
extermination of 6,000,000 Jews during World War II and has
written a book which thoroughly documents his startling findings.
His book strips away the cover of fraud and deceit from this
emotion-charged topic and lays bare the full and complete truth.
T H E H O A X OF T H E 20th C E N T U R Y , pb., 315 pp
$7.00
Order No. 8012
plus $1.00 for post. & handling
ORDER FROM:
LIBERTY B E L L PUBLICATIONS, Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA
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K E E P T H E LIBERTY BELL

RINGING!

Please remember: Our fight is Your fight! Donate whatever y o u
can spare on a regular—monthly or quarterly—basis. Whether it is
$2., $5., $20., or $100. or more, rest assured it is needed here and
will be used i n our c o m m o n struggle. If y o u are a businessman,
postage stamps in any denomination, are a legitimate business
expense—and we need and use many of these here every m o n t h , and
will be gratefully accepted as donations.
Y o u r donations w i l l help us spread the Message of Liberty and
White Survival throughout the land, by making available additional
copies of our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet k n o w
what is i n store for them.
Order our pamphlets, booklets, stickers, a n d - m o s t i m p o r t a n t l y our reprints which are ideally suited for mass distribution at
reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liberty Bell for distribution
to your circle of friends, neighbors and relatives, urging them to
subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are shown on
the inside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell.
Pass along y o u r copy of Liberty Bell, and copies of reprints y o u
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our
'wave length,' and urge them to contact us for more of the same.
Carry on the fight to free our White people from the shackles of
alien domination, even i f y o u can only j o i n our ranks i n spirit. Y o u
can provide for this by bequest. The following are suggested forms
of bequests which y o u may include i n your Last WiU and Testament:
1. I bequeath to M r , George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P . O . B o x 2 1 , Reedy W V 25270 U S A , the sum of
$
for general purposes.
2.1 bequeath to M r . George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P . O . B o x 2 1 , Reedy W V 25270 U S A , the following
described property
for general purposes.

DO YOUR PART TODAY — HELP FREE OUR WHITE
RACE FROM ALIEN

DOMINATION!

